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Vie 3)41limb ttitning
VOL. XXI. NO. 147

MATINEE RACES
AT FAIR GROUNDS

PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. JUE 20 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

10 C1CNTS PER WEEK

Jefferson BouleVard Is
PREFERS
To Be Built After All

RooseVelt Man Proposed
POISON
By Kentucky Republicans
TO GOING TO JAIL

King Brooks, prime mover in the imseiBeedieaekcieeti
e.„ e„.......1„.1
provement idea, has been at work
Governor
A.
,
E.
Willson,
of Loubringing
the
property owners togethPlan Proposed Meets With ApAll Sorts of Sport at The Meet
isville.
Hon. A. E. Willson, Capt. Ed.
er again, and today Manager BleeckLieutenant Governor, W. H.
proval
Tractio
of
er, of the traction company, acceded Young Woman Gets Nauseatn
compan
y
This Week
Cox, of 3fadiatinville.
Farley and Judge James
a plan suggested that, It Is believed
ing Dose of Rough on Rat,
and Property Os% ners and to
Attorney General, James Bre
will be acceptable to the property
thitt, of' flopkinsvilie.
Breathitt Was Sun's Slate
owners and the cltY•
Facilitates Work
Auditor, Frank P. James, of
Much Interest Is Displayed in RunThe Paducah Traction company
Harrisburg.
Among Those Honored at
ners, of Which Four Will Be
Ia
I the Box
will not double track at once, hut a Patrolman Promptly Knot,
State Treasurer, Capt. Edwin
Front
Entered.
Her
Hand
and Saves
24-foot grass plot will be constructed
S.
Farley, of Paducah.
State Convention
THE PARK COMMISSION EXCUSED down the middle
Her Life,
of the boulevard
Secretary of State, Dr. Ben L.
with a 20 foot driveway on either
Bullitt, of Itunfordville.
side, flanked with lawn strips and the
Superintendent of Public
IsHORSES ARE EVENLY MATCHED
sidewalks.
struction, A. (3. Crabbe, of
Jefferson boulevard plans were reHOW FIRST DISTRICT
SHE IS TOO SICK TO APPEAR.
Ashland.
Originally- the property owners
vived today and it is probable now
LOST SENATOR DEBOE
were to contribute GO cents the lineal
11000)*(94112090.0000dleic2aWedfreeegifl
1111L,AltPaoli.
that the improvement from Nine- foot
With every detail satisfactorily
toward the curbing and gutters
teenth street to Twenty-lifth street for
arranged the semimonthly Matinee
the middle strip, but City EnginBy the timely action of Patrolman
will be pushed even more rapidly
club race will be held tomorrow afeer Washington has determined that Ernest Hill, Birdie
Showers tonight and Friday. The
Allen
of 630
than
anticipat
ed
when
the
Defeatied in County Convengeneral gutters arm not necessary. It was Flournoy streete was prevented from
ternoon at the fair grounds, and in- highest temperature
yesterday, 91; council was originally
petitioned for also planned that the park commis- killing herself with rough on
dications point to the biggest crowd lowest today, 70.
rats
a resolution enabling the Paducah sion should
tiiins, He Was Unhorsed in
since the club began giving races.
fill in the strip, and the last night. Today she is ill, but conTraction company, the property own- lack
There will likely be many visitors
of available funds made this sidered out of danger. Hill knocked
ers and the park commissioners to prelimina
District Caucus, And Saved
here from surrounding cities. Rivalry
ry work of indefinite begin- the poison out of her hand when he
proceed with their plans. The new ning.
Ree ALL FERRARA.
between owners of the four runners
Now it is proposed that the realized she was attempting her life.
scheme eliminates the park commis- money contribut
From Limbo by Chairman
Havana, June 20.-It is beentered is great.
Birdie Allen was arrested between
ed by the property
sioners from the enterprise this year, owners go
lieved here today that Governor
With the one mile heat race and
7
and
8
o'clock
toward filling in the strip,
last night by Patrolthus avoiding delays on account of while
of Convention
Magoon will recall Senator Ferthe running event, the program ofthe traction company makes men Ernest Hill and William Rogers Daughter of Dr. Mason and
lack
of
funds.
That
is what caused up the balance and pays for the curb- at her residence. She was in comparara, secretary of the Cuban
fers everything possible in the racMr. Robert Hicks, of Paduproperty owners to withdraw their ing.
ny with Ida Morris, May Lane, and
delegation to The Maine confering line. There will be half mile and
petition front the general council.
ence. The action is the result
mile races and a half mile running
The matter will be taken befo.e two inen. The charge was running a
cah.Spending Honeymoon at
Since his return front the west Dr. the general
HARMONY PREVAILED
disorderly house, and when apprisof an objection to the delegate
dash.
council without delay.
Jamest
ed
of
own Exposition
being an Italian.
the warrant, she become franThe best horses in the club stables
IN GRAND MEETING
tic.
are entered In them, and in several
"I'll kill myself rather than be arevents the starters are within a few
SAY HE IS BIASED.
rested." she declared, and rushed for
Coneord, N. H., June 20.
se onds of each other's marks.
a small shelf in the corner of the DEATHS IN WEST KENTUCKY.
Announcement of the appointThere will be no more interference
Louisville, Ky., June 20.-The Reroom. Hill though she preparing to
ment of it master to inquire into
publican state convention,
from crowds on the race course. The
called lot
secure her hat to go to the police
the purpose of nominati
the mental condition of Mrs.
club has fenced off the grand stand
ng a Repubstation, never suspecting she really
:loan
Eddy by Judge Clutinberlairt,
ticket
and no one will be permitted to stand
for state officers, convenMurray, ley , June 20. (Special.)meant self-destruction.
ed at the Coliseum.
has aroused many Christian
on the track: Automobile drivers
There was a
A Wedding which attracted attention
Seizing
a
small
paste-boa
rd
bax
large crowd in attendance
Scientists here. They say the
will have to leave their machines far
when Mr.
among the best families in Calloway
she
tilted
to
it
her lips. Hill rushed
R. P. Ernst, chairman of
appointment of Jacob Summers
from the track as they frighten the
county
the state
took
place
last
night
the
at
to
her side and knocked it from her
as master greatly favors the
starters and make it impOssible to
residence of Dr. W. M. Mason, Sr.. central committee, rapped for order.
hands.
She
attempte
d
to
grab
it
up
There
plaintiffs as he is said to be
were cheers when Mr. Ernst
give every driver a fair show.
again but the policeman prevented whose daughter, Miss Ruble Mason, called the
biased against the church.
cenvention to order. The
In .the races tomorrow will be seen
her. Picking up the box the police- was united in marriage to Mr. Rob- Rev. S. S. Waltz,
of Louisville, offerseveral horses which will start in
man discovered that it contained ert Hicks, popular traveling sales- ed prayer. Mr.
Ernst then presented
the Maylield annual race meet July
STRIKE BREAK.
man for Meyer, Schmid. Clark &
rough on rats.
Judge W. H. Holt as temporary
Havana, June 20.-There is a
4, 5 and 6, and their work will be
chairRefusing a 0.1y-sedan's service Bir- company, of Paducah. They will man and Mr.
John G. Craig, of Kenbreak in the strike situation towatched with interest
spend
their
honeymoon at the James- ton
die Allen rode to the city hull in the
county, as temporary secretary.
day. Officials of the tobacco
There is talk among members of
patrol wagon, and
was' becoming town exposition.
Mr. Robert H. Winn and Judge
trust predict they will win in
the club of taking several club horses
McD.
rapidly ill all the time. She had sucShaw escorted Judge Holt to
two weeks.
to Marion, Ill,, for the annual race
tlfe
ceeded in swallowing but little of the
Mrs. William Smith.
chair.
meet.
poison, and Police Judge D. A. Cross
Benton, Ky. June 2-0. (Special.)Judge Holt's Speech.
BOYCOTT TILLMAN.
Another Feature Race.
recognized her to appear in court Mrs. William Smith, 37 years old,
Appleton, Wis., June 20-ApA match raoe between the fast
Judge, Holt began by saying that
this morning. She was taken home died yesterday evening at her home
pleton people have boycotted
trotters of MessrS. J. L Friedman
and advised to secure a physician. four miles from Benton. She is sur- the state of Kentucky during the lest
Senator Tillman and as the reand 0. L. Gregory has been arranged
Vomiting fits seized her, and in this vived by her husband, a prominen few years has forged ahead to a cont siderable
mit the Fox River Chautauqua
as another special event in
extent, but that she has
the
way the greater portion of the mix- farmer, and several children.
association has been ohligeril to
not yet taken her proper place
races, and a great deal of interest Is
ture swallowed was thrown from the
among
camel his engagement for July
the states of the union,
taken in the match.
at4nrach. This morning she was unaSt.
John's
10.
Day.
Many
people
agreed not to
indications point to the lowering
ble to appear it court. Physicians
"Wily have our resources not
been
buy tickets if Tillman remained
Benton; Ky., June 20.- Marshal: developed
of the track record for one mile racwho attended her after she was forc?" he asked. "Is it because
on the program. Rather than
county
Masons
are
preparing
proa
ing.
ed to go to bed, believe she will bi
people In other states have heard that
sacrifice sufficient
gram for St. John's day celebration our laws
money
to
The four jumpers featured tomorable to stand trial by Monday.
,
are not enforced? That our
bankrupt
the
Chautauq
June
24
ua
Benton.
at
the
Annually
they courts are farcical? That
row will be shipped to May-field for
our institumanageme
nt
took
celebrate
hint
off.
the day. and always have tions are turned
July 4, 5 and 6. Special inIN SINKING BOAT BUT
into places of abuse?
HELPLESS WITH DRINK . several hundred visitors present. Us- Have they heard of the 'machine!'
*rest is taken in Mee - rtynIng
I
WRECK IN TUNNEL
ually a big picnic is given, and bands wonder if
event, it being freely predicte that
some of these things have
Capt. Edwin Farley, nominated eas many times
Tunneitim, Dad., June 20. are
secured
furnish
to
music.
Many
been
honored
not gone abroad in the land and have
Helplessly drunk, and lying in a
by
-the Jumpers will go the half mile in
yesterday by the Republica% state is neighbors
A Baltimore & Ohio east-bound
and by the govern - houseboat, wheeh was slowly sinking, Paduca.h Masons will attend, It is the militated against the
fifty seconds. They show up well in
state.
convention for treasurer of Kentuc- neat. He was
passenger train was wrecked in
intention
of
the
arrangem
ent comcollector of Internal Mrs. Eliza Sweeney, who has appearthe work outs.
"The people are demanding a
ky, has been one of the strong men "evenue under
a tunnel near here this morning
mittee
to secure a delegation of chitArthur and Postmas- ed in police court for drunkenness
Christian Sabbath in Kentucky.
of the party in western Kentucky ter under Garfield.
They
At the curve In the tunnel tenHe has served in more times than she con enumerate, aren from the Masonic Widows' and do not
want a 'lid' that goes on a
since
1869,
ROBBER ASSAULTS HIM
and
etands
he
high in the general council and on the
Orphans'
der of the passenger and mail
Home
Louisville
in
to
be
school was rescued this morning in
Dogfew
weeks
the
before
cOuncila
an election for parof the party in the state. board. His nomination
AND LEAVES HIM FOR DEAD
cars left the track and piled up.
for state town. Her cries attracted attention present. June 24 is the date of the ty ouepo*es,
He is a veteran of the Civil war, and treasurer was
and then Is take.n off
About a dozen passengers were
unanimous.
houseboaters, and they celebration.
from
other
again.
They are demanding temperUnconscious and with the mark of
seriously bruised The engine
found her on the bed. She could not
ance legislation, and they will cona heavy blow under his right jaw,
ran to the next station, the enintelligibly, and her loud cries
elm. Mary Jeffrey.
talk
tinue to insist upon it.
MR. G. 0. HANCOCK WILL
Charlie Oster, colored, was found In
gineer thinking he had broken
Mayfield. June 2e. (Special )soon quieted as the liquor got in its
a box ear this morning by employes
"Let this convention come out
GO TO ASBURY PARK, N. J.
loose from the train, feared a
and
work. Patrolmen Brennan and Shel- Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Jeffrey, 57 years
of the Illinois Central railroad at
speak fairiy and squarely. We do not
summoned and took her in old a widow died last night at the
were
by
Dyersburg, Tenn. Oster was brought
want double-dealing or promises
Mr. G. 0. Hancock left today for the patrol wagon to the city hall.
borne of her son Emmet Jeffrey, In which
to the Ileinois Central hospital on the
we cannot or will not fulfill.
BOAT SINKS.
Asbury Park, N. J., where he has acthis
city.
The funeral took place We have
noon train end at the station was
a mission to fill, a charge
London, June 20.-As the recepted a fine position with a large
this afternoon, with burial in the to keep.
BIG GOLD STRIKE IN
unable to speak, but on arrival at
Put aside prejudices and
sult of a broken shaft. torpedo
drug firm. Mr. Hancock came from
cemetery.
city
She
Is
iervived
CEMETE
by
BALLAR
RY
IN
A.
the hospital and after medical attenwork in harmony. The cause is greatboat destroyer. 99, sank off
New Jersey a year ago arid has been
Sydney, N. S. W.. June 2d.-Gold her two sons. Emmet and Newton er than the man. If
tion' was ab:e to give an account of
Torquay on the coast of Devons
every man does
employed
by
DuBois
Chosen
&
Jeffrey,
company
Regula
at
well
known
r Meeting of
business men of his duty this fall,
and turners are rushing to Bailers
his injuries. An unknown negro
today. The crew was taken off
we are bound to
has made a fine record. The posi- where grave diggers
In a cemetery this city.
struck him last night with an iron
win."
by the cruiser, Dyangan, which
Union Encampment, No. 70, tion he accepts is with Charles Black struck a gold vein nineteen
err rine then es he lay unconscious
inches
was in the vicinity.
drug firm. For six years he worked thick. Claims about
Committees Named.
robbed him of $60 he had in his
the cemetery WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Last Night---Report of Buil- for this
firm and they valued
The various congressional districts
his are being staked.
pocket. Oster worked for the railHAVE LOG ROLLING TODAY
JUMPED TO DEATH.
services so much they have been
then handed up their lists of commitding Committee
road at Dyersburg, being member of
afChicago, June 20.- George
ter him to come back and recently a
tee appointments. Nat C Howard,
an extra gang. This afternoon Oster
of
Lexington Reeks Advice.
Graves committed suicide by divToday at Hickory Grove, six miles
fine offer was made Mr. Hancock
Butler county, offered a resolution
fully regained consciousness and the
A copy of Paducah's apportion- north of Mayfield, several thousand
ing from the structure of the
which he could not refuse. During
providing
that
al
doctors think his injuries are not seresolutions subsement ordinance passed in January, people are gathered attending a
Metropolitan & Elevated railqueritiy introduced be referred
WILL TAKE WEEK TO DFAJDE. his stay in Paducah Mr. Hancock has providing for the apportion
r:cus.
to
ment of Woodman of the World "log rollway. He walked along the track
gained many friends, lie was poputhe committee on resolutions withfunds for the different departments, ing" and picnic. Many from Padneah
a short distance and then shoutout
lar socially and his many friends rebeing read.
INDEPENDENTS TO MEET
has been sent Mayor Combs, of Lex- are in attendance and the morning
ed: "Here goes for organized laJudge Holt made the
gret to see him go. While here Mr. ington.
RUBYS AT WALLACE PARK
He asked for it that Ideas Fulton - Louisville
following
bor." His head struck the paveaccommod
ation
Officers for the corning year were Hancock was a !lumber of the
Co- i may be gotten by the Lexington gen- train was delayed some tittle time on appointments on the various com, John Hollan's Independent basement and his 'skull was crushed.
elected last night at the meeting of tenon club and a member of
mittees
from
the
state-at-large:
the eral counell in drafting such a meas- account of oftra travel .to Hickory
ball team will meet the Cairo Rubes
the Union encampment, No. 70, I. 0. Elks.
Resolutions--W, 3. Deboe, George
at Wallace park Sunday. Hollan will
are for Lexington.
Grove
LOVE?
0. F., at the hall of the Knights of
DuRelle.
work several new players, who are
Belleville, III., June 20.-liarPythias, Fifth Street and Broadway.
Credentials-W, J. Seitz, of Butsaid to be exceptionally fast, and
INSURAN
CASE
CE
TRIED
front
marriage
law
by
and
red
The officers are: James Householder,
ler: George W. Welsh, of Danville.
will give the Ruins a hard run. Hoecsorrivi
IN
OF'
CHICAGO
objections of the OW% family,
chief patriarch; Sterling Price, senior
Permanent
Organization-J
Ian's team defeated the Pabsts, CaiW. V. Eaton returned last night
M
George Bullock, married, and
warden; J. 0. Keebler, junior warGalloway and Major W. C. Owene
•
from
ro's strongest team, and it is conChicago
where
he
has been atClara Miller ended their lives
den; A. R. Davis, high priest; C. G.
Rules
W Jone.
T
sidered easy picking to defeat the
tending the War of a suit against
A.
last night on the shore of TriKelly, scribe; James C. Martin, treasNewman.
the Mutual Life Insurance company
angle lake, which for months
urer. Minor officers or those appointThere
were
Harry
Mr.
loud
Allen,
of
the
Arcadia
cries
them. Several narrow escapes from
for Marfor $5,000 claimed to he due on a
Above AO at Noon.
has been their trysting place.
ed will be selected at the regular
policy of the late H. A. Rose, and section, is a sworn enemy to the au- injury and the danger of breaking shall Hulett from all parts of Use
going to rain, but
Its surely
clasped in each other's arms
meeting held July 3.
conventio
n.
There were also calls. for
the up his buggy and injuring his fine
made out in his daughter's name. tomobile and has authorised
when? The weather man 'missed it
their bodies were found with
At the meeting a report of the
Bradley and W. C. Owens.
The Insurance company asserts that statement that auto drivers had bet- horse, so angered
him
yesterday and the sun finally overthat
he
bullet holes through the forecommittee on remodeling the "Three
Marshall Hairne, Speech.
the policy lapsed. A telegram receiv- ter beware of him as he is "loaded" bought a Winchester gun yesterday
came the clouds this morning, but a
head.
Links" building was received, which
ed this morning said that the ury for them. No particular dislike has and declared that he would II/re R.
The
band elayed it few seleetione,
sultry atmosphere that bodes of bad
wait nothing more than that this
stood 10 for the plaintiff and 2 for he for the machines. but for the reck- "Quote me If you want to. any way and then there were calls
weather attain, made today the hotfor Builitt.
week and perhaps next week too will
CLEVELAND BETTER.
the defendant. Attorney Eaton thinks less way in which some drivers run to let 'em know that I mean buil- Some one made a motion to
test of the year in Paducah. The
adjourn
be spent In deciding upon how to let
Princeton, June Wt.-Grover
that
this
will
insure
a
victory
until
for his
3.o'cloek, and it was put to a
nese," was Allen's declaration. "I
temperature this morning at its low the contract.
Cleveland, who has been seriousclient
the
in
next
trial
in the fall.
purchased a Winchester gun yester- vote. The motion was defeated aleat was 76 and it had gone above 90
ly ill, is much improved today.
day and carry it In the bottom of my most unanimously. Renewed calls for
at noon.
CAB DRIVER CHAttlAu
The crisis was lassoed lard night
Runde/man Infant.
buggy, loaded. I do not intend to Marshall Buliftt brought him to the
WITH TRESPASSING
and phymiciafls? may he is now en. The eleven-months-old son of Mr
abbot any automobile drivers. but stand. He was greeted with trementirely out of danger.
the next person who recklessly fright dous cheering.
This afternoon Justice C. W. Em- and Mrs. A. Bundesman, of 535
Mr. 131illitt said:
South
Seventh
no my horse, will get a load of shot
street,
died
this
mornery
will
tre
the case against Wile
GRAIN MARKET.
In his tires. Several times a driver
"If this convention expects to
Ham Marable. a colored cab driver, ing at I o'clock of a complication of
put
Cincinnati, June 20.-Wheat,
ran close to me, whizzing by at forward a man who can win, he mune
for trespassing. The Palmer Transfer diseases. The father is the well
104; mew, 5334; oats, 47.
breakneck speed. and frightening my be a man who can command the
company secured several years ago known sewer inspector. The funeral
he.
Boise, June 20.-Failing to get horse. Some of them seem to enjoy dependent vote. The trouble with the
a concession from the iiiinole Central will be held at the residence tomorPERSIAN REVOLT.
of,. part of the Cation platform row morning at 9 o'clock. The bur- through with the presentation of its It immensely. This occurs mostly Republican party in the past has been
Perim, June 20.-A Teheran
apace for its carriages. It contracted ial will be In Oak Grove cemetery. case against Haywood as planned, on the Broadway road outside the that it has not always Mood for the
Paris, June 20.--Official adviceis
dispatch says the Persian reto give a perfect service to the pathe state is not now expected, to fin- city limits when the drivers turn higheat Ideals.
received by Premier Clemenceau t0volt is crushed. The rehewer
"The Republicans' opportunity has
trons of the road. Often hack drivish before tomorrow. Adjournment their machines'loose at high speed."
No Telegraphers' Strike.
__I
-Chi Wive the number of casualties in
brother has taken refuge in the
come again and they must net throw
ers would drive into the inclosed
New York, June 20.-Telegraph will then be taken until Monday,
Narbonne,
yesterday's rioting
at
British vonsulate.
it away. We have seen how
epacg, and some lettie trouble was at operators will not strike. Following when the defense will attempt to
the DemFederietion, N. 11, June 20.-The ocrats, with
center of the disaffected wine grow
the Goebel law and the
first experienced. Recently the hp-lo- a conference today between Com- break down the testimony of Harry
term of the York circuit court which marhine
lug district, as Ave killed and 200
Carpenters mat* wee permitted to be open, the missioner
The charter for the
back of them, failed to elect
of Labor Neill and acting Orchard. Rumors that In the clos- met today
Miured.
some of whom .1On flit. union at Mayneld arrived today. As
will try the ease of James a governor That Is
/chains dropping down, anti-, yeater- President Kolienkamp of the Corn- ing days of the cane the prosecution
a matter of recThe government today has the up- soon as the three other charters ar- day repairs were
Crockett.
H.
of
the Frederiction ord. Then name the crowning
made. Marable Is rnereial
Telegrapher/4' union, an- will spring a surprise are current.
cisternhand.
Gleatier, messed of criminal libel by ity that has
per
rive. the Central Labor union will be atieged to have driven in after be- nouncemente were made
befallen the Repteleinag
by the lat- 1! le said they will entirely rorfobor- Hon
If.
II.
Emmereo
n,
ex
lorganized.
-minister
h) warned away•
of
!ter of an areetnent reached
ate Orchard's testimony.
railways and canals in Canada.
(Continued on Sixth Page.)

MURRAOCIETY
ATTENDS WEDDING

Capt. E. Farley, of Paducah

OFFICERS-ELECT
OF ENCAMPMENT

Says He is Loaded For Auto
DriVers Who Scare Horses

HAYWOOD CASE IS

RIOTS IN FRANCE
COST MANY LIVES

••

e s41.4'

T

PITIDUCAIT • EVENINer SUN.

.

it kN", .11‘1,

4

COLD h11.1.1 THE 6E101.

LOSS OF LAUNCH

(444 44.
4.111

Perry *Vs There tre No Bald
Heath. In the Arctic Region.

APPOINTMENTS
To Arrive at

tom
The people who conic Ate
tteetrilONED
El
tvil.LISION
.111E .UNNOUNCED Hi P11119•1111ENT
Kit:minim testify to the fact that no
WITH TUG'S HAWSER.
•
ROOSEVELT.
native bald heads are there. The evidence is that the cold,plitnate kills
the germs that eat the hair off at the
,One To Blame For Aecidear, root. Lieut. Perry, who went to the Mally Change,. In Legations, Po.
Which Cauaed Naval Disaster
Arctic Regions, gives the same evitice• and Departments of
at Norfolk.
dence. Newbro's Herplcide has the
eminent.
same effect as the cold climate. It
kills the germ that eats the hair off
at the roots, and the hair grows again
Wash:ngton, June 20.- Admiral lierpicide is the first hair remedy
Washington, June Z0.-The _presiEmory, commanding the Fourth Di- built upon the principle of destroying dent announced the following
apRed Snapper
vision, At:antic fleet who is at presJumbo Bull Frogs
the germ that eats the hair off. Its pointments:
ent tile ranking officer of the AmeriEnvoys
MinisExtraordinary
and
the
demonstrates
sale
phenomenal
Spanish Mackerel
can ships in Hampton Roads, arrivTurkey Hens
correctness of the sc.alp germ theory. ters Plenipotentiary - Richmond
ed today with the report of the naval
Sold by leading druggists. Two glees Pearson, of North Carolina.
BlaCIC Bags
eoard of investigation, Which has
Ind. Strawberries
5-0c and $1.00. Send 19c in stamps Greece and Montenegro; S. Percival
been looking iuto the circumstances
for sample to The Herpicide Co., De- Dodge, of Maseachuietts, to HonduCroppies
.surrounding the lose of the launch
Califoraia Cherries
troit, Mich. W. B. McPherson. spe- ras and Salvador; John B. Jackson,
of the battleship Minnesota on the
of
New
Jersey,
to
Persia
e
agent.
cial
Live
Lobsters
night of June 10. The beard found
Home Grown Cherries
Secretary of Legation at Guatemathat the leunch bad fouled a steel
la-William F. Sands, of the District
Huntly & Palmer Dinner Biscuit
hawser with which the big tug Crisof Columbia.
field Was towing a barge carrying a
Second Secretary of the Embassy
from London, Eng.
number of loaded freight cars from
at St. Petersburg, Russia-Irwin B.
Cape Charles, to Norfolk. No crimiLaughlin, of Pennsyleania.
nality is attached to the ofiicers of
. Interpreter to United States Conthe Crisfield, who were in ignorance
irevivib4volb
sulate -at Nagasaki-J. P. Carleton
of tie clisastr.
Miller, of Iowa.
River Report.
Postmasters- Sydney J. Petre.
Cairo
37.7 0.4 fail Russellville, Ala.; James H. Wright.
Cha t tanooga .
. 8.3 2.0 fall Hartford,' Ark.; J. A. Holdeeman
Cincinnati 7 . ...... 33.5 4.6 fall rovington,
Tenn.; E. A. Potts, CaldEvansville
32.a 0.6 rise well, Tex.: G. R. Goldbeck, Uvakie
Florence
8.
0.1 fall
Tex.; C. H. Whitne, Cookeville,
Job nsonvele
11.5 0.8
National League
Tenn.; William. M. Wakeford, Adel,
Louisviale
le 4 ^
It II
Ga.
7.4 0.5 fall
4 9 3 Mt. Carmel
Chicago
The president has appointed the
Nashville
fall
.10.8
0.4
..
......
5 9 ii
Boston
Ipllowing special committee of five
Pittsburg
fall
3.9
0.8
..
......
.
Batteries - Pfelster and Kling;
to fully investigate and examine into
St. Louis
20.7 0.5 fall
Flaherty and Needham.
the forms of contracts used by the
Mt. Vernon
30.7 0.4 rise
various departments, bureaus and of28.1 0.1 fall
R H E Paducah
fices of the government:
2 7 2
James A: Wetmore, chairman, suCincinnati
Tom January (the name sounds pervising architect's office, treasury
2 9 1
New York
eallE111111M111111111111161111111110116.1111Z&
.
'eheee ear.' *-7
cool in this hot weather) has gone department; Commander J. S. CarBatteries-Smith, Weimer and Mcback
Hopkins
on
the
from
John
S.
supof
penter, United States bureau
Lean; Mathewson and Bowerman.
the excursion steamer Louisiana.
plies and accounts, navy department:
arrived
John
shortS.
Hopkins
The
John Mason Brown, of Controller of
R H E
ly after C o'clock this morning and treasury; T. D. Morris Bien, super1 8 0
Pittsburg
instead of going on down to Cairo, vising engineer, reclamation service;
2 5 1
Philadelphia
transferred the Evansville passen- W. W. Warwick, office controller of
Batteries-Willis, Phillippi and
gers for the Hustlers convention to the treasury, treasury department.
Gibson; Pittinger dand Dooiu
These three attributes of a good bicycle can be found in the
the Dick Fowler, and returned to Evansville on time today.
WHY IS SUGAR SWEET?
R H E
Reading, Recycle and Laclede Bicycles. TERMS EASY.
Almost before the birds were up
12 15 1
If sugar did not dissolve in the mouth
St. Louis
and long before the night owls, who you cculd
not taste the sweet.
4 11 0
Brooklyn
wanted to take In the Cairo carnival
Sold and guaranteed by
GROVE'S TASTELESS CHILI, TONBatteriee-McGlynn, Kerger and
were awake, the Dick Fowler pulled
IS is as strong as the strongest bitNoonan; Henley, Scanlan, Ritter and
out for Cairo this morning as soon ter tonic, but you do not taste the
Bergen.
as the John S. -Hopkins' passengers
bitter because the ingredients do not
had been taken aboard. Friday end dissolve in the mouth, but do dissolve
American League.
Saturday mornings the Dick Fowler readily in the acids of the stomach.
R HE
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
will leave at 6 o'clock.
Is just as good for Grown People at
Boston
2 5 3
New
Phone
481=a
Old fhone 743
more trips will be made beSix
or
Chicago
for Children. The First and Original
8 12 1
Paducah and Metropolis July Tasteless Chill Tonic. The Standard
Butteries-Jacobson, Harris and tween
4, by the George Cowling on account
years. Price 50 cents.
-- Armbruster; Walsh and W. Sullivan. of the W. 0. WI. celebration. The for 30
Championship Croquet.
games, and the title of champion is
eloyal will handle the crowds from
R H E
Chamberlain May Be Dying.
in doubt, Five games will be played
Sunday, both in
Golconda and the Carrie Lee from
afternotm and
Washington
1 4 1
London,
June 20.-A report is cur
in
the
morning
and
five
in
the
aftermorning, championship games of
Cleveland
0 6 1 Dycusburg. The Louisiana will come rent in the house of commons today
croquet will be played on the Fritz noon, the best six out of ten settling
Cairo.
from
up
Batteries - Smith
Warner;
and
thar Joseph Chamberlain is dying.
Metzger grounds on the Mayfield the championship.
Burnt boilers has delayed the arBernhard and Wakefield.
Mr. Chamberlain was brought to
road between Jerome Smith and M.
below
fthe
Reaper
for
rival o
from
London house today from Highhis
Hampton, and William Davis and . "Tompkins is having an awful
the last three days.
bury, his place near Birmingham.
R H te
Bennett Crone, Smith taking Metz- time with his new auto." "In what
The Joe Wheeler didn't pay any
0 6 2 attention to the press notices of its Since his return from abroad he has
ger's ma:let. Metzger and Hampton way?" "Every time he epairs it he New York
9 14 1 departure, and is still receiving shown increasing loss of nervous and
so far have retained the champion- has a lot of parts left over that he St. Louis
Batteries
Hogg, Kitson and freight at Joppa and the wharfboat mental power, and it was desired to
ship of the city, but Smith and Da- can't had a place for/'-Milwaukee
Fire.
Steam Boiler,
have him within reach of the best
Rickey; Petty and Buelow..
Nis recently
played
remarkable Sentinel.
here. Probably the Joe Wheeler
Life,
medical advice that London affords.
will get away today for Chattanooga.
Accident,
Plate Glass,
R H E
The Georgia Lee arrived from
Health,
Philadelphia
Cargo,
4 10 2 Memphis' this afternoon and an alBerlin has an automobile fitted
Detroit
Liability,
1 5 4 ready good passenger list was aug- up as a hearse.
Hull,
Batteries -- Dygert and Schreck;
Automobile.
Elevator.
mented by round-trippers from Pa.
Mullib, Sievers and Schmidt
Capital ......• .
duaala for Cincinnkti.
s ••
$=0,000.00
Ole 726
369
Surplus and undivided profits
369
The Kentucky will arrive tonight
New 726
100.000.00
Bresnahan Will Recover.
Stockholders liability
river.
Tennessee
from the
230,000.00
Cincinnati, June 20.-The condtCampbell
PacluCati, Ky.
The Dunbar was scheduled to artion of Roger Bresnahan, the famous
Total
$.60,000.00
catcher of the New York National rive today from Nashville, and to reTotal resources
baseball club, who was badly injured turn to that point, skipping the
$985,453.23
yesterday by being hit by a pitched Clarksville trip.
DIRECTORS:
were
ties
barges of
Several
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
ball, is reported at Seton hospital as
4111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101 5
improved. He had a fairly good brought in by the Lyda from the
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
night. Bresnahan will not be able Cumberland river last night.
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Fetter Supply Co.: Boat
The Henrietta is in iron? the Cumto play, however, for at least a week.
Supplies: C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
At one time it was feared the acci- berland river with a trip of ties.
lifinacoe Burnett, Supt.. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
It seems that carrying persons in
dent would prove fatal.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...,
the pilot houses is another practice
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
the inspectors are watching closely
Floor Fails Into River.
ED. L. ATKINS, Caahier,
Janesville, Wis., June 26.-Three now. It is against the marine law
teen were carted down in the debris and boats must have special permisElectric Hose, the world's best, per
Rexall Violet Talcum Powof a cooper shop today and one was sion to allow passengers to go tato
house.
pilot
the
dow
is
the
best
talcum
powder
nearly drowned when the floor colThe Fannie Wallace will be let off
lapsed and thousands of barrels fell
made.
into the river. They were rescued the dry docks this evening or in the
morning. Five bargee of the West
It is delicately perfumed
by the fire department.
Kentucky (Neal company will be reand
put up in handsome
paired at the dry docks.
boxes. See the display in
Among the ideas of steamboating
the founder of the Lee line had, was
Both Phones 201
our window.
132 S. Fourth St.
one of not allowing the relatives of
325
Kentucky
Avenue.
And come try a box.
one of that boat's crew to ride on the
same boat with him. Captain Lee
held that an officer in a crisis could
not act unselfishly if he had a wife
or a relative aboard and whenever
House wiring,
installed.
one of the crew wanted a pass for
The following reduced rates
Complete machine shop.
them he had to route them on other
are announced:
Louts.
12243.4 N. Fourth St.
Phones 787
The Hosmer is doing the harbor
Jamestown, Va. - Exposiwork for the Ayer-Lord Tie company.
tion, April.19th to November
The fall of .1 in the last 24 hours
34)th-15 days; $23.75. Coedit
leaves the river at about a stand
excursions on special dates;
with the gauge reading 28.1. On
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
June 20 last year the stage was 9.9.
W. F. Paxton.
R. Rudy,
10 days.
P. Puryear
The St. Louis Waterways Journal
President.
Cashier.
Saratoga Spriogs, N. Y Assientat Cashier.
says: We would like to know the
Knights
Templar-$26.20'ddress of Engineer C. F. Bowden.
July 2nd to 7th inclusive,
Anyone knowing his address will
good returning until July 16,
please send it to this office.
with privilege of extension
It is reported at Louisville that the
until July 24, upon payment
steamer Avalon will enter the Cinla.....ratite
of
$1.0.0
extra.
Through
cinnati and St. Louie trade and that
sleeper from Paducah to BufCapt. Sam Bryant, late of the steam0
114dtal
11•71V• •• Irirr••• v111'00 11
falo, on train 104, 1:33 a. m.,
ir.VVVIC•V•711:0 •11.111War grprIly• ••.$100,000
er Georgia Lee, will be her comSurplus
Seturtlay, July G.
• •
fr....... •coma. 00.000
mander.
ctn. kholders liability •••VI
Philadelphia-B, P. 0. E.••_• •.•••
Imo
. 100,000
()faced Forecasts.
$24.'00, July 11th to 14th inThe Ohio at Evansville and 44-t!"
clusive, good returning until
Total security to deposit ors
$250,000
Vernon will continue rising during
July 23rd with privilege of
Accounts of individn als and firms solicited. We apprechate
the next 12 to 24. hours, then fall.
extension
until
Jufy
31st.
as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
At Paducah, pot much change durThrough sleeper from Paduing the next 24 hours. At Cairo.
teurteons treatment.
cah, leaves on train 104, July
ya•
..411..101615,ib lak ailAllv•A•
will continue falling during the next
14th, 1:33 a. m.
two dam
For information, apply to
The Tennessee at Florence and
Riverton will continue rising during
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
the next 12 to 24 hours, then fall. At
Broadway or Union Depot.
OPEN SATURDAY NW FITS FROM 7 TO 11 °CLOCK.
Johnsonville will tette 'tonight.
J. T. DONOVAN.
The Mississippi from below Eg.
Agt City Ticket Cele('
Louis to Cairo, and the Wabash a,t
R. M. PRATHER,
Mt. Carmel, will continue failln,
Agent Union Depot

The Ideal Meat Market
Thursday

Large

a

v

RIVER NEWS

S

512 Broadway

pnd ou

6e(-tee you -wie(
stou
I3(aee to get Mat new ea/let
a 'tit,. to-e oi4h evayone
th,is
eity knew how ewteluffy
#iele
out ou)t stoek
eaAlaets and 'tugs)
gea4i41,9 in. nf-i/nd not one'y the /latelins gut aeSo hoo- (ony Mey ode
6e!o3te that new eaq3et o4,
441 Seeonies youvs, (et us show and
altiree you eu44.
yolt'kS tivugy.,

BASEBALLiisi

Itel

En'
NANCE
&
SON
Undertakers and Emb3Imers

211.213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.

ase Elegance Economy

l

S. E. - MITCHELL

INSURANCE AGENTS

ABRAM L. WELL. & CO.

American-German National Bank

Rexall Violet

Office Phones .Old
New

Residence Phones

Talcum Powder

McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.

Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
All Hose Repairs

ED. D. HANNAN

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELEICTRICAL SUPPLIES

The Sanitary Plumber

electric plants

MATINEE RACES
Friday 2:30 p. m.

CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK

FIVE BIG RACES
RUNNING RACES

DEAL'S ORCHESTRAL BAND

InterestWaid on Time Deposits

ADMISSION 25 CENTS

Third:and Broadway

TICKETS ON SALE AT GILBERT'S DRUG STORE

during the next 36 hours,

-

v•-•."4•6444.4.4.-.404.44.4•+-
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STATE TEACHERS
IN 13IG MEETING

sliaeussed by President W. 0. Frost.
of Berea college. He ware quite optimistk, and thinks the schools of
Kentucky have a great future in
store for them. J. C. Cheek, of Fut
ton, speese on "The Tenure of the
Teacher's Position." He thought BEIct ME FULTON FAMILY WA"
AWAKE OF THE FIRE.
both superintendent and teacher
shod be elected for longer terms
Noce Than 250 in Attendance and wits a
civil service basis.
State Superintendent). H. Fuqua
at Winchester
Little Girl Sustains Seriouri Injuri. •
seoke on "The County ,Board vs. the
Trying to Save Her Baby
Trustee System." He favors instead
Sister,
of the present system of district trusInteresting Topics.; lesetkesed re red- (see a board of four members
, to be
,
agoguee Concerning 1.iter
••hosen from the county at large,
Work.
..ith the county superintendent exFulton, Ky., June 20.---The twoofficio a member to have charge. In story residen.,e
located on State Line
secel districr there should be a dires- street otsupied by
the families of
ior to look after the house and its Joe Bryant and
Will Byars, was deTRUSTEES AND SCHOOL TAXES. equipments-a
nd to take the census. stroyed by fire. Several guns
were
Needed Legislation,
fired off to arouse the neighborhood
D. A. Clinger, of Maysville, dis- and the sleeping
occutrauts of the
cussed "Needed Legislation." He burping house.
Mr. and Mrs. Byars
Winchester, Ky., June 2M.-.---About
lavers district high schools instead were awakene
d by the noise hut Mr
250 teachers are present at the state
of county high schools, and favors and Mrs. Bryant
were still fass
convention of the Kentucky Educalocal taxation so that people will he asleep when the
roof, covering the
tional association and more are exinterested. He believes the law pre- room they occupied,
fell in. Luckipected on the trainø. today and in
scribing uniform series of books ly the roof fell
in such a manner as
the morning. It is sattl the students
should be repealed, and that the con• not to injure Mr.
and Mrs. Bryant
of the Eastern Normal sliced at
pulsory educational law should
be and Luke Moneyham and bthers got
Richmond will attend about 100
enforced.
the snout of the building.
sarong and an eqmal number is exThe ,furniture in the first story
pected from the Normal school at
was all saved, but a lisrge- amount in
Lexington.
the second story
burned. Messrs.
Over C-00 teachers have joined the
Bryant and Byars had but little inasileciation and paid* the fees.
surance on their household effects
The association was late in assemb•
The house was the property of the
ling this gaorning, but speedily got
4
down Ito work. The Inver:aeon was (ALSO CAB DRIVER KILLED AT heirs of Mrs. Goodwin Boaz and the
Grief children, It was valued
CAIRO UNION STATION.
pronounced be the Bev. Edward Craf
at
$1,50.0 and insured for. $1,250.
ton, of the, Cumberland Presbyterian
church. The addresi- of welsome on
Little Boy Dies,
behalf of the county by the Hon.
Man Said Driver Lied and Scuttle
At 5:15 o'clock yesterday afterJohn E. Garner was characteristic.
Ensued,
in Which Latter Was
noon Herbert, the 10-year-old sot of
He believes our public graded schools
Shut,
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Oliver In South
are attempting too much and that the
Fulton died.
sole object should be to prepare men
and women for their life work and
Injuries Are Serious.
that %hen the elements of an Englirh
Cairo, Ills June 24.-A fatal shoot
While wheeling her baby sister.
education are given to the pupil the Mg affray
occurred at Central Union Mary, in
a go-cart on the geranda of
duty of the taxpayer to that child is station,
in which Fred Korn, a lum- her
parents' home, little Stella Andone. President H. K. Taylor, of ber
inspector, shot and killed a well
derson rolled it too near the edge
Irentucky Wesleyan college, welcom- known
negro hack driver, named Daand it turned over spilling the baby
ed the visitors in behalf of the city
vid &harem. Korn was arrested
out on the ground. In trying to
and its schools. The keynote of his shortly
after the shooting by
two prevent her little sister from falling,
speech was the vital connection be- other
hack drivers, Henry Thompson Stela
also fell. She fell on the
tween the public schools and the col- and
John Watson, as he was running
cart and rolled over it to the ground,
lege.and the necessity for harmonious down
Railroad street, below the Hal- her
head striking the sharp corner
action
between
them. Barksdale liday. He was turned
over to Chief of a brick. A long gash
Hamlett, of Hopkinsville. president Egan
was eta WI
and placed in jail. Coroner her
head and it Is feared she me
of the association, responded in an
Mohlanus held an inquest and th
talhee a concussion of the brain
eloquent speech.
jury returned a verdict holding Korn
The baby was
uninjured.-Fulton
"The New and the Old in Educa- without bail, and he was taken
to the Leader.
,
tion," a vivid contrast between that county jail for safe-keeping.
which has survived from past systems .1t is gathered from all the evidence
Caught Robber.
and the outgrowth, was discussed by that Korn asked the negro
as to
Officers Walker and Eaker arrested
Prof. Edgar H. Crawford, of Rich- where some men had gone,
tied the Birdie Williams, colored,
who they
mond, and Prof. R. H. Shipp, of Car- latter directed hint inside the
depot. suspected of robbing George Cherry,
lisle.
Korn went inside end returned in a
a well know nman *be hauls between
At the afternoon session "Educa- minute saying to Bharam, "You told
Fulton and Dukedom. Mr. Cherry
tional Progress in Kentucky" was me a -- lie."
was robbed between here aced DukeThe negro resented this and angry
dom a year ago. After the arrest
words were exchanged. The negro
was made the officers notified Mr.
started toward Korn and then the
Cherry who came and identified Willatter drew
Having only a few of
his
pistol. Bharam liams as being the robber.
Williams
caught him before he could shoot,
will be turned over to Hickman
these lovely 12 in. Vat'l
and there was a scuffle during which
county officers as the holdup occurred
the negro tried to get the pistol and
left,
in that county east of Fulton.
we will self them
Korn tried to bring it to bear upon
the former's breast. Korn succeeded
also on the above date
Alfalfa Al-"Wot did yer plug th'
In his purpose after a struggle and
as long as they last for
fired a single shot, which' passed shorthorn fer, Pete? He vim a harmlees cuss." Lava Bed Pete-"Shore.
through the metro's breast.
But he wuz about ter pass out wit%
Our stock of Rubber Goods
consumption an' that wefuld've shore
London Has 79,000 Beggars,
is chosen with the utmost
ruined th' name o' this community
London, June 19.-Begging has
as a health resort"- Cleveland
care, from the most reliable
long been illegal in London, and offenders are liable to various terms Leader.
manufacturers, and nothing
•••
of imprisonment. Nevertheless thou-Read, answer and print twice
finds a place here merely besands In London alone evade the law
:Ind live in comfortable idleness. The many nant ails. this month as Iasicause it is cheap. In spite of
'annual report of the London Mendi- and you'll commence to be "lucky."
this, however, we know we
cant society just issued states that
it probably is no exaggeration to say
can :lave you money on anythat more than $504,000 annually is
thing from an Infant Foungiven haphazard to beggars in the
streets of Isoudoe, and that probably
tain Syringe up to a fourthe average beggar earns more than
quart Combination Fountain
the average workman. The society,
which exists to investigate the begreeting LONE MAN FIWORTS WoMEN;
Syringe and Hot Water Botging business, to help deserving
NOW HE'S FOE TO CUPID.
To
Taxpayer
s:
cases, and assist In puninbing incortle.
For instance, here is
You are hereby respectfully rerigible possesses 79,320 records of
one of our specials:
Alton, Ill., June 20,-Frank Fishminded that the first half of your
street beggars.
city tax is now due. This friendly no- er. of Alton was the only man who
tice is intended to save you from accompanied thirty-five women memIndian Chief to Tour Europe,
Special Two-quart Fountain
forgetfulness, which might cost yin' bers of the Marguerite Camp No.
Fort Worth, Tex., Juno 20.-Chief
Syringe, guaranteed
10 per cent. penalty.
Royal Neighbors of America, on a
Quanals Parker, of the Cenimanehe
for one year, rally ...S.
Would earnestly request all who trip from Alton to another vamp of
Indians. who was visited last evening
sae conveniently do so, to r;;1111, at the the order at Staunton, 11. Husbands,
by Ambassador Bryce, of England, city
treasurer's office soon as possible brotheis and sweethearts were invitannounced his intention of touring and
thus avoid the crowd that usu- ed to make the trip to Staunton, but
Europe. He will visit the leading ally throng
the office on the last few every one sent regrets save Fisher.
cities and will be the guest of Am- flays.
Ten- per cent. is added to all
Fisher and the thirty-live women
kik Phooes ii
bassador Bryce while in London. The unpaid June
bills, after July 1. Call returned to .11ton this morning, and
chief and Ambassador Bryce have be- early and greatly
oblige.
here is Fisher's log book of the trip:
Fourth and Broadway come
warm friends.
Yours very truly,
Was asked and tried to answer 8,JOMN J. DORIAN,
473 questions.
Use Stuu want ads. for results,
City Treasurer.
Carried forty-throe separate pieces

ROOF FELL IN

BIG FRIDAY SPECIAL'

Sale Commences at 9 O'clock

eis

1

s

18.
_

FATAL SHOOTING

fl

34

Cents

Cents

41 In. Jelly Stand

Seven Cents Each
As Long as They Last.

This is a beautiful little article, which we
will also offer you on above date. Only a
few left over from our last sale.

Nine Cents Each

WILL J. GLOM

34

and six 6-inch dishes for THIRTY-FOUR CENTS▪ This is a genuiue
cut glass pattern, highly polished and very heavy. Could not be duplicated
for
less than $1.00 elsewhere.

RUBBER
GOODS

.15c

Cents

NCING promptly at 9 o'clock Friday next, we will sell you
this
COMME
beautiful Press Cut Seven-piece Berry Set, consi•ting of one 10-i
nch bowl

NINE CENTS

Cordial
Mid.Summer
G

Cents

imieemmenwimamourisemerwv:77,-4.13/111111/11.11111M.MillimilpiellaillellMe
of baggage.
ectiSe I'leT u
tis alelsit4AGE
,
, s:Ist si by solar
%Vas invited to buy Ise cream for
SENT 93,000,000 MILES. disturbances, they certainly would
the whole party seven times.
affect the telephone service. During
Had one proposal of marriage.
Pittsburg, Pa., June 20.-Dr. John the cesterliance following the last
Was hit with contents of powder
box, used as a substitute for con- A. Brnshear, the astronomer, said great spot I received letters from all
this evistritteds-seenkine of the pres- over the country from electrici
fetti.
ans
ent disturbance in the sun: "Sir and cable operators giving aceounte
Received the juice of an orange
Willlent-fsrerese, the great English of difficulties in trammelling
mesdown his neck, the orange being
electrisian, resently told me that he sages. One cable operator
wrote me
squ'hezed purposely by a woman.
believed he had heard more than one that instruments were greatly
disBlamed and denounced because solai worm
in' the telephone.
He turbed on both sides of the Atlantic.
party missed interurban connections knew there was IfOnn.
unuseal mag'With all this evidence may it not
at Edwardsville.
netic dieturbance causing the trouble be quite within the range of possibilWhen the party arrived here at 2 when he was testing some telephones ity, nay probabili
ty, that Sir Willissu
o'clock this morning seventeen wo- in his laberatorv.
Preece could hear the solar bombardmen demanded that Fisher
escort
And why not? We all know what spent In the receiver of his telephone,
them home, but he fled,
difficulty ee have in sending or eirs isolated from other sonnds.
though
curing message* when Users lit'snualt the message was sent 93,090;0
e ti
TI,.'- Eveeing Son-toe. a week.
induction in the sante, rhei in the case miles Is essolisisse

VMS
•

seer

HARBOUR'S
Twenty-third
Friday nargain Sale '
Tomorrow. •

A GREAT $1.00 OXFORD SALE fw:$7.009'amli:asiers.'
tinue for ten days. A bunch of men's $3.00 Oxford

Interesting Millinery Bargains
Tomorrow (Friday.)
A big bunch of 75c black and
white Sailors tomorrow at 50c.
40e black and white Sailers 25cs,
tomorrow.
•
The Leghorns tomorrow (Friday)
60e each
60 sample Plumes 'will be on SSiC
tomorrow at just half price.
Attractive bargain prices on all
manners- tomorrow (Friday.)
Skiing*, on Dress Goods Tomorrow
The sialnaa -range from a feurth
to a third and occasionallv one-half
of the price I. *eyed.
SUMMER RILES.
!
Frilay Bargain
Speelals---China

and children's,h$
illd.0
r e0n'O
s, xwfoorrdth

v‘
sale to.ill$1.
con50
s and women's $250 Oxfords will be on special sale Saturday night again at $1.75 and $1.95 a
pair.
Below Are Bunches of Friday _Bargain Specials for Tomorrow
.
-ear a

Silk prices down tomorrow to 23e,
29c and 48c a yard.
Taffeta Silk prices down tomorrow
to 49c, 75e, 85c and 95c a yard.
36c Silk Muds down tomorrow to
19c a yard.
One piece yard wide brown Taffeta
Silk reduced from $1 to 75c a yard
for tomorrow (Friday.
A hunch of Linen Torchon Laces
and Insertions worth up to 10c a
yard, choice tomorrow (Friday) at
Sc a yard.
Embroideries on sale tomorrow
(Friday) at bargain prices, at 3 1-2c,
Sc, 10, 12 1-2c and lfic a yard.
Six MO* of Corset Cover Embroideries at 23c a yard tomorrow (Fridab.)

Ladies 511c HOPP ar33 1-3c a pair
tomorrow (Friday.) .
Ladies' 10c Summetr Vests tomorrow (Friday) 7c each.
Ladles' 12 1-2c Summer Vests at
9c each tomorrow (Friday.)
Our Great Sale of Floor Mattings
Continues.
12 1-2c, 15c, 17 1-2c, 19 1-2c and
24c a yard. •
Big stock new Silk Petticoats.
black and colors, $5.60 each,
Our great sale Of beautiful slimmer Silks and White Lawn Waists
grow more interesting every day.
Nothing like them In the city at our
prkes.
Several clean-up Friday Bertram
Specials In both SIFits and Lawn

•
Waists can be had
here tomorrow
with prices cut to berry there lots
out to make room for others.
Remarkable Skirt Values
Tomorrow (Friday.)
Another Friday Bargain Sale of
$n*0 black Voile Skirts at only
$3.95 each tomorrow.
bik bunch of $5 Skirts at $3.50
tomorrow.
A bunch of $8.50 Skirts at 25.00
tomorrow.
White Washable Skirts tomorrow
(Frld'ay) at
95c, $1.25, $1.:;7.,
$1.50 and $2.00.
White Washable Snits tomorrow
(Friday) at $1.50, $2.50, $3.50 arid
$4.00.

Harbour's Department Store

Friday Bargain Day in the
rt
A perfect feast of speche bargains
has been arranged for Fr:day shopPC',-'
Gland -V11:11"A in Straw Hats for
men and for boys in - dints-up went..
at 19c 2:ie, 35c, 50c, 75e, $1 and
$1.50.
Men anti Boss' Ruspendera, 25c.
‘411te. at 15c: 50c value. at nc•
Meke 50c Balbriggan Underwear.
Shirt and drawers. 39c tomorrow
Men's Assorted Light Colors In
Sett Fur Hats, $2 valnes tomorrow
(Friday) $1.
Men's and Boys' 10 and I Si' Linen
Collars, slightly soiled, tomorrow
(Friday) 2 1-2c each.
We sell Carter's Celebrated

HARBOUR'S
Twenty-third)
Friday Bargain 5a1e3
Tomorrow.

Egli

Railroad Overalls at SOC a pair.
Men's Negligee Shirts. great values
tomorrow (Friday) at 47e each.
Big hunch men's and boys' Blue
Cotton Trousers tomorrow (Friday
at 4Re n pair.
GROCERY DEPARTMENT,
Friday Itergiain Specials
20 fits C Sngar
$1.00
e Ms Good Luck Coffee
$1.00
10 lbs Good Roasted Coffees. 11.00
2.4•Ib bag DuPont's Best- Flour ..62t
3 vans String Beans
2,1c
1 can Pine Apeles
)6c
1 can 2 1-2 lb reaches
14c
hers leery Float/
2
9 bars Long Tom Soap
S bars Stall Soap
Fresh, mwect, Wee Country But- tic

314

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

s.

•

e

the tabucab %un.
AFTERNOON AND WIKIILLY

THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
VICHDPOKATICH

FIS/IER, President,
111. 2. PAXTON, 0-eneral hlanager. SUNI5CKI1PTION KATES,

festered at the postoffIce at Paducah.
Ay. a. aeeond clams matte*.
THE DAILY SUN
ely Carrier, per week
By mail, per month, In advance..

10
25
By mall. per year. In advanee....$1 60
THE WEEKLY

NUN

PH year, by mall, postage paid..81.00
Address THE ATN, Paducah, Ky.

will be associated with the First district organization so long as the
generation that knew him exists, but
he's in west Kentucky we know that
Deboe is dowiuuld out, and with his
extinction goes the bitterness of factional warfare that has cut the party
organisation to pieces.
The popular successor to the Deboe regime is auspiciously inaugurated with the selection of two west
Keutucklans to honorable poeitions
on the state ticket. With Capt. Ed
Farley for, state .treasurer, and the
learned,
eloquent Judge James
Breathitt for attorney general, the
Democratic majority in this end of
the state will fall off 5,000 votes.

Ofece, 116 South Third.

Phone 268
Even the orthodox Kentucky State
Ferns A Young, Chicago sad New
Journal says:
York. representatives.
"Hon. Augustus E. Willson has
THE BUN can be found at the followwaited a long time, but has nearly
place.:
reached his ambition. Having
reR. A Clements Aea
ceived almost unanimous instrucVan Culin tiros.
tions, he will be nominated for govPalmer House.
ernor by his party, an honor he has
John Wilhelm's.
long sought and mourned because he
got .it not. Mr. Willson will not be
elected, but he will make a creditable race. He is a pretty clean man
and an eble one, and if he does not
poll his party's full strength it will
THURSDAY, JUNE 20.
be because the federal office holders
put him up to knock him down."
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.

11.110mi

contracts *ad the contracts lived up.
This board is forever fire:tab( fault
with the limitations of Its autborit)
and dodging responsibility for those
things that are within as Jurisdiction.
The members should recall the para.
We of the steward with only five talents and be faithful in little things.
If they would expend the same energy and enthusiasm in carrying out
the will of the general council that
they wasted in an effort to control
some of the city
patronage, city
work would come up to specifications.
Democratic paperk would have it
appear that the failure to iudorse
Taft for president by the state convention was a blow to the administration. No doubt Fairbanks and Knox
were against any indorsement of the
secretary of war; but the fact remains that the idea of indorsing him
was the scheme of the irresponsible
press of Lonisvii4e, and party leaders
actually favorable to Taft opposed
any mention of the presidential race
at this time fel' harmoev'. sake. If
an organized effort had been made
to indorse Taft, he would have won.

Lleash Omit.
Suits have been filed as follows:
William F. Horton against Claudie
F. Horton, for divorce, on grounds
of association with inenonal persons.
They married Feiruary 10,.1907, and
separated June 1.
Deeds Filed.
George RaWleigh to W. T. Banks,
property on Burnett street, $1,223.80.
C. N. Baker, to Big Ten Improvement company, property in Terrell's
Fountain park addition,- $2,615.78.
Adrain Greif to Andrew P. Humburg, property on west Kentucky avenue, $50.
Marriage Licenses.
Columbus Peytou to Mariah Perry,
colored.
Eugene Bryan to Floe Smith.

A Judge of
Good Clothes
There is a measure of pride in satisfying a Man who is a good judge of
Clothes, even though he be very critical.

•

,;i:7,1•5a

The Critical Man will find that our
Clothing conforms as closely to ti e
"Custom Standard" as any ready-lowear Clothing made.
By the "Custom Standard" we mean
the perfection of Tailoring seen in the
'masterpieces of Talented Tailors, who
are the recognized experts, not the
"Merchant Tailoring" of the "Suitswhile-you-wait" concerns.

In Bankruptcy.
Judge Thomas Evans was at
Sniithiand elected trustee for the
creditors of the Bankrupt estate of
Suits all tailored by expert Union
Mrs. Byrnes Clark.
Tailors.
Creditors on attachments of James
Mrs. Potter Palmer will join the
May, 1907,
ranks of the contributors to the WILL COST HIM HII4 DIPLOMATIC Jackson, bankrupt, will have to pay
into the bankruptcy court $150, sePOSITION HERE.
4118
16
3995 renaissance of the British nobility.
cured in the state court. This order
3951
17
3991
was made by Referee E. W. Bagby
'Nashville has a concern for the
3. ..L....3951
18
3973
this morning. The. claims were filed
4
'1961
20
3954 manufacture -of 'fertilizer from the Mistook fimmeteles Silence and He and paid within
four months before
•
1961
21
3942 air. Here's a chance for the PaduBroached Indemnitr
,
Peoposithe act of bankruptcy. A. E. Boyd
cah
board
of
public
works
to
replete
3961
22
4048
tion Too Soon.
was elected trustee in the Jackson
4006
23
3943 its funds by turning some of the
case with a bond of $100.
stagnant
gutter pools to account.
3954
24
3965
In the bankruptcy matter of J. L.
16
3963
25
3961
Wanner, Attorneys Eaton & Boyd
11
3985
HONESTY
AND
27
DIPLOMAOY.
3955
Washington, D. C., June 20.—In13
The United States of America ac- quiry in diplomatic circles here has filed a claim for $251) attorneys fees,
3976
28
3940
and were allowed $12.5,. They rep14
3975
29
international coup brought to light an Interesting series
3935 complishes an
resented petitioning creditors,
115
3982
30
3943 every time she performs a noble act of reasons why Viscount Aoki, the
31
3943 in an altruistic spirit. Europe does Japanese ambassador, will soon be
Police Court.
Total ...........107,232 not appreciate the motive, but as- withdrawn by his government,. Aoki's
Fred Grover, who left Rob Noble's
Average for May, 1906
4001 cribes the deed to Yankee cleverness, recall is due to three things: Being
farm, where he had been employed
Average for May, 1907
3972 and then intrigues to offset the re- out of favor with President Roosea few days, carrying away two pisPersonally appeared before me, sult
American influence in China velt; having married a German wothis June 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- Is now as nearly dominant as any na- man (which made him unpopular in tols, two watches and some small
change, was arrested yesterday aftereral manager of The Sun, who af- tional influence can be. We have his own country), and
not getting noon
by. Deputy Sheriff Gus Regera
firms that the above statement of the little hope of continuous positive re- full social recognition
from the memand City Jailer Tom Evitts in the
circulation of The Sun for the mouth sults from this American influence, bers of the diplomatic
corps here.
county near Paducah. On him were
of May. 1907, is true to the best of but negatively we have given Japan
His fall from grace with President
his knowledge and belief.
and Russia a backset in their Asiatic Roosevelt grows out of the troubles found two pistols and one of the
PETER PURYEAR,
ambitions. This effect will be last- on the Pacific coast, The president watches seolen. Ile was presented in
years, and it is from the pages
Notary Public.
ing. Chinese statesmen have learned became BO irritated at the viseciunt court this morning and his case con, for
of an old diary begun in 1810 and
tinned,
My commission expires January that America has - no designs on their
ta•ht he directed him to conduct his
Birdie Allen, charged with running kept up unbroken until 1840 that the
22, 1908.
territory. The relinquishment of all business in the futul.e with the secfollowing information regarding this
a
disorderly
house, continued,
the indemnity exacted for the Boxer retary of state. When an ambassa)ear
k n:
w ithout
a summer has beeu
The
Columbia
-Manufacturing
cornoutrages above the actual monetary dor is in good standing he deals diDaily Thought.
early of ,Mechanicsburg, has been
No man or woman of the humblest damages to this country Is a bit of rectly with the head of the governJanuary was so mild that most persummoned to appear in police court
sort can really be strong, gentle, evidence of this. European nations ment. Aoki diplomatically hinted
sons allowed their fires to go out and
tomorrow
to
answer
toe
charge
of
pure and good without somebody be- exacted exorbitant sums for the pur- that the United States should give
breach of ordinance. It is claimed did not burn wood except for cooking.
Ing helped and comforted by the very pose of embarrassing China and mak- Indemnity to Japan for the San Franthat water Is permitted to run 'over There were a few cool days, but they
ing
her
easier
prey
for
their
exastence of that
exploitcisco
mob's
outrages.
goodness—PhilPresident the pavement
were very few. Most of the time the
from its plant,
ations.
lips Brooks.
Roosevelt remained silent, and misair was warm and springlike. FebIn Cuba we fought for the freedom taking this silence for acquiescence
ruary was not cold. Sonic days were
American Chivalry.
of the Cuban. In the Philippines in the suggestion, the ambassador
THE PASSING OF DEBOE.
Toward woman the American man's colder than any January, but the
Our
course
generally
has
been
guided
made
a
definite
proposition
Thee was when the name of W. J.
that the attitude
is fine. She is neither his weather was about the same. March,
.Deboe was a word to conjure with by an eye single to the welfare of United States pay an Indemnity.
deity
nor
his doll. He simply treats from the 1st to the 6th, was inclined
things Republican in the First con- the inhabitants of the archipelago. There was no mistaking the presiwith
her
deferetice.
His chivalry has to he windy. It came in like a small
gressional dietrict. Within a decade, Our attitude in The Hague confer- dent's attitude then. He forcibly ex as little
to do with saccharine utter- lion and went out like a very limonow history, a glance from the tail ence must be reassuring to South Pressed disapproval of the proposiances, scraping, feet, and beaded cent sheep.
of the eye of the senator from Ken- :1merica. We are asking for no ad- tion, dismissed the ambassador with knees,
April came in warm. but as the
as has his patriotism with
vantages
for ourselves. The admin- advice to conduct his negotiations In
tucky sealed the fate of the small fry
days grew longer, the air became
hysterical
shriekings
and
the
waving
politician and silenced the clamor of istration has relinquished all oppor- future with the state department.
of ensanguined flags. Ile Is stronger colder and by the first of -Hay there
the county chairmen. Crittenden tunities to win honors for bringing Secretary Root was informed of the
In his silences and apparent submit), was a temperature like that of winthe
nations
together,
and
Incident
dropped
and immediately changed
county then gave the word to The
Ion to the ladies of his household ter, with plenty of snow and ice. In
the
initiative
in all questions de- his demeanor toward he Japanese
New England. New York and in miles from London 'England, on AuPurchase and it was done, even as
than
the moat blatant vulgarian who May the young buds were frozen
-Deboe said. Time was, we repeat; signed to embarrass Europe. We ambassador. Since that time the in. prates
dead, ice formed half an inch thick home parts of the state of Penneyl- gust 311. Newspapers received from
of
domestic
domination,
for times change, old things pass ask only that the Drage doctrine, for tercourse between the two men 'has
Place. aux Dames is more than a on ponds and rivers, corn was killed yenta Indian corn, which in some England stated that 1816 would he
away and a new order. takes their the protection of Latin America from been cold and formal, only official
phrase to the American man. Hi, and the cornfields were planted again Parts of the east had struggled remembered by the existing generaforcible
collection
of debts, private matters being discussed when they
place even -as stronger men have supInborn respect for her "rights" often and again, until it became too late to through May aand June, gave up,
debts, be recognized.
'non as the year in which there was
met.
planted the ones valiant Deboe.
causes him to sacrifice his own God- raise a crop. By the last of May in froze and died.
Our relations with 4outh America
no summer. Very little corn ripened
It's a pity a 'politician doesn't
climate
this
iregally
the
ara
trees
in
given
privileges.
Upon the face of
To the aurprise of everybodl. in New England. There was great
are closer and more friendly than
YOU DON'T HAVE TO.WAIT
paste the "dope" on his horoscope in
leaf
birds
flowers
and
and
plentiare
the earth or upon the waters thereon
August proved the worst month of privation, and thousands of persons
ever before, Europe a few years Every door makes you feelbetter.
Lax-Pon
his hat, and retire when the limit
When the last of 'May arrived all. Almost every
since endeavored to embarrass us in keeps your whole Insides; right, sold on the exists no more chivalrous being than in'.
green thing in this would have perished in this country
expires. It would save his getting
Minnalin 1816 everything had been kille4 country
that direction, and Germany has been rnoney-back plan everywnere. Price 60 cents. the American gentleman.—
and Europe was blasted with had it not been for the abundance of
knocked in the head and dragged out
by
the
cold.
Thomas
Antrim
in March. Litwinfro:e. Snow fell at Barnet, thirty fish and wild gaine.—Danbury News.
particularly aggressive in the comof the caucus, when the
men to
June was the coldest month of
—Wedding invitations, announce- cott's.
mercial invasion of the western hemwhom he has been trying to hand
•
roses ever experienced in this latitude
. To Secretary of State Coot ments and every cuaraeter of enThe worst aTi his days, get possession
Frost and ice were as common as
honor is due for the recognition of graved work Is given careful, perof the lemon tree themselves and
buttercupa usually are. Almost every
our opportunities in that direction sonal attention at the Sun Job office.
pass the symbolical fruit his way in
green thing was killed; all fruit was
.1 Year ‘Vithout a Summer.
and the cementing of friendly relalarge baskets.
destroyed. Snow fell 10 inches deep
It takes a strong man to stop doing
tions. Secretary Taft has been our
Former senator W. J. Deboe, his agent in pacifying
In Vermont. There was a 7-inch fall
our island poses.- weak thing:.
personality half obscured by
time, storm.
in the Interior of New York stale and
might now be flaunted by the lesser
The year 1816 was known through_ the same in Massachusetts. There
Altogether, our foreign policy 'tolights in the faces of the powers that day is on a
out the United States and Europe 901 were only e few moderately warm
firmer foundation than
be, as an example above their attain- ever before. Our
the coldest ever experienced by any days. Everybody looked, longed anti
international rement, had he quit when he let go. lations are simple.
person then living. There are per- waited for warm weather, but warm
We are only
But. now he is a political "has been," seeking fair play
sons in -Northern New York who have weather did not tame.
and open markets
a discarded leader. His extinction In the east;
been in the habit of keeping diaries
the protection of our
It was
.also dry: very little rein
came when Postmaster F. M. Fisher. right's and
the rights of our neighfell. All summer long the wind blew
for the first time since Deboe went bors in South
The Dawn of Reason.
steadily from the north in blasts,
America and the peace
to the senate, wrested from him the of the
In the days of unreation, when knit socks of double thickness for
world.
honor of representing the First conthinking by the many was at a dig- their children and made thick nutgressional district in the committee
count, and man .accepted and follow- term
Planting and shivering were
Honesty of purpose and method is
on resol Litton&
ed the beaten trails of cuetom, super- done together anti the farmers who
as essential,to success In the newsHeretofore county leaders now and
stition and prejudice, disease was worked out their taxes an the country
paper field is to success in any other
then have defied Deboe. Mr. Fisher
thought to be the results of the ac- roads wore overcoats and mittens.
line of human endeavor, and it has
himself secii-ed the postruaetership
tivities of evil spirits. In order to
On June 17 there was a heavy fall
been our observation that the result
In the face of the most determined
cure, the spirit must he driven out, of snow, 4 Vermont farmer sent a
7 Piece
1-8 in, 8n1
of a newspaper enterprise as a busiopposition from Deboe, and for the
and spells and incantations were re- flock of sheep to pasture on June
ness venture is measured by these
16.
last twelve months defeat after desorted to. Later man considered die- The dIftWning of the 17th dawned
ideals. This reflection is called up
Berry
6 Fruit
feat has been visited on the former
ease a visitation of the just, wise; with the thermometer below the freez
by the assertion in a scrawny little,
senator in the struggle to control
merciful
Almighty Father—Who In ing point. About 9 o'clock in the
local sheet that "Certain members •
11 is easy enough to keep
Set
the federal patronage In the First
His infiefte wisdom, they thought, morning the owner of the sheep startSaucers
of the whisky-corporation gang oti/n
cool.
district; but always Senator Deboe
saw
IR
to
inflict
pain,
misery
and
de- ed to look for his flock. Before lefty
stock In hoth the Paducah News-Dernhas been able to wriggle himself into
formity on His children.
lug home he turned to his wife and
eerie and the Paducah Evening Sun,"
Dress for it. Don't think It
the committee on resolutions.
As man began to make use of his said jokingly:
the apparent Inference being that the
will oost you a small fortune
He was a machine politician of
thinking powers he loegau to realize
"Better start the neighbors soon:
same people own, or control, the two
to "dress for it" either. -We
politicians. It was his hold on the
that disease is not a thing but a eon- it's the middle of June and I may
papers. This statement is absolutely
show you how you can do It
county organizations that maintained
ciition; a state, a discord in nature, get loll in
false, as could have been ascertained
the snow•"
;it no more outlay than you
him in his power, but the issues of
and that "within himself he must
by the writer, if he had possessed the
An our after he had left home a
usually spend,
the past year should have warned
seek succor:" that the laws of nal- terrible snowstorm came up. The
least atom of that qualification, we
him that the end had come.
ure or the laws of God, and that both snow fell thick and fast, and, as there
have just mentioned as essential to
Just note our window disOnce the men, who downed him
are perfect.—improvenient, as well was 90 much wind. the .fleecy
success. Not a penny's worth of
masses
yesterday, were notable only for their
play of those codl.elothes for
as disregard of them impossible. •
piled in great drifts along the windstock in The Paducah Evening Nun
boldness in ()Meriting Deboe. Las'
summer,--white and striped
Health is normal and natural. Os- ward side of the fences and ontis owned or controlled 'by any stockweek Deboe .was reduced to the leadflannel suits, and odd trewsteopathy no recognizes it and endeav- buildings, Night came and the farmer
holder of the News-Democrat. The
ership of the opposition; and while
tre, duck trousers: negligee
ors, when the symptoms become man- had not been heard of,
veracity of the remainder of the arand soft shirts; light weight
the county leaders fought for the inifest in the human body, to discover
His wife became frightened and
ticle may be judged by this.
structions for Wilisete. Farle'y and
straw hats, and cool looking
and right the cause. The osteopath alarmed the neighborhood, All the
Breathitt, the former senator played
cool in reality
neckwear.—
searches for and locates thostructural neighbors Joined the searching party
If the members of the board of
everything to make for comthe Willeon side in one county, the public
derangement. No matter what is the On the third day they found him.
works did not exact from the
Frank side hi others and the Holt
fort on a hot day.
nature of (lineage, It could not exist He was lying frozen: he was halfcontractors who built eonerete sideside in others, as he eousidered the walks
if there was normality of structural covered with snow, but alive, Most
and curbs a warranty -of the
one or the other strongest, but al- work,
1 make-up.
they are unfaithful servants
of the Meet, were loot.
The reasonable prices will
ways he worked for uninstructed of the people,
Osteopathy is doing much fole)peoA farmer near Tewksbury, Vt.,
if they did and the
delegationa. Whether he got them sidewalks
pie in Padu •ah you know well and I owned a large field of corn. He built
Surprise you. '
and curbs are not up to
fairly in the four counties of the specifications why
should like to refer you, to sonic of fires, Nearly every
don't they compel
night be and his
thirteen that went uninstructed, is the contractors
them, at any time, If you are Inter- men took turns in keeping up the
to make good the deindietited by the fact that all were fect? Of course, "when .the general
vetted, or to have you consult me with lire and„watching that the corn
c14.1
actually for Willson.
referenee to your particular ailment. not frease. The farmer was rewarded
council decreee that granierid curbA trick of fortune it is. that the ing and glitters must be built, there
I Call flue at 1407, or ceome to my' of- for his tireless.; labors by having the
men who triumphed over lieboe are is nothing left for the. beard Of pub40 41
.BROADWAnr flee. 516 Broads-ay, upotairs, at any only crop of corn in the region.
the men, whom he has tried to Injure lie works to do but to carry out-the
time from 9 a, is. to noon, or 1:30
July tame In with snow and ice.
the Meat. It may be that out over ordinance." exchpt to itee that the
to 5 p, m. Dr. G. B. Froago, Osteo- On the Fourth of .ittlY ice as
thick
the state the name of W. J. Delve eity's interests are Protected In _the rommompooftwo
PAIL
es as window glass formed throughout
444•44-•
- -a.
It •

AOKI'S BREAK

The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

323

323

Broadway

Broadway

•

Whether sloppy or muddy,
Snow or rain,
A Paducah Home Telephone
Is always the same.

Business Phones, Per Month Residence Phones, Per Month -

$2.50
$1.50

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.

f

HOT
WEATHER
CLOTHES

1
•

1

•

SPECIAL FRIDAY

23c

One of the new patterns this season
well worth 75c the set.

No Phone Orders. Only One Set to
a Customer.

eNNIORIMIblantimellins

NOAH'S ARK VARIETY STORE
317 HIOADWAV

5

•

•

1

license and had the knot tied hard ,I strees, and Mrs. Pettit went- to caw
and fast and had returned before the
. '
morning -0 *Pend40.1115fel6w Kdaeynstti
this
news reached their relatives.
a
k)Miss Mildred T_
Terre;
I,
e
Mr. Bryan is yardmaster for the
avenue,atternoon
Dawsmei yesterd.
Williamson .Kutiey Mill and Lumber
Serene
from
company in Mound City, and
Miss where he went last eerie
Smith is the daughter of 'Mr. John
Mrs. Joseph Cunnip_glipsni, 1018
Mil%Well•Wallace
Smith, connected with the same firm. South Fourth street, haw returned
Mr. Bice Wallace, the well known They came here to vilit Miss Ella from a visit to Metropolis.
young druggist, and Miss Mildred E. Bryan, of Fourth and Clay streets, a
Mrs. 0. F. Scudder, of7 Jameeberg.
Maxwell, of Brussels, Ontario, were sister of the groom. Yesterday at- Va., is the guest of her sister, Mrs.'
married yesterday afternoon at 5 ternoon they started out driving and Joseph Wolff, 327 Broadway.
o'clock at the residence of Mrs. C. going directly to the court house se.I S. D. Wray, 711 South Eleventh
E. Gridley, Sixth and Clay streets, cured a marriage license. Next they street, is very ill.
and shortly after left for a bridal went to the residence of the Rev. Wel Mrs. John W. Fitzhugh, of jack1
tour of the east. The wedding had T. Bolling, pastor of the Broadway son. Miss., arrived today
at noon te
ben secretly planned, and only a few M. E. church, where they were mar- visit the Rev. W.
T. Bolling, le
of their intimate friends knew of it. rind at 4:30 o'clock. Returning teforth Seventh street, several weks.
The ceremony was performede by 'Miss Bryan's residence, they anMr. George N. Green, proprietor,
the Rev. W. E. Cave, pastor of the nounced the wedding and are at the of the Arlington hotel of
We put in this sale all our Ladies' Tailored Suits, includClarkerville.!
First
Presbyterian chureh, in
the Palmer House for a few days. Melreturned to his home today after a
ing Cloth suits, in stripes, checks and sulid colors, in eton
or
presence of the family and a few and Mrs. Bryag will leave this week short business trip here.
half titted ooats, marked exceptionally low at first,
on acfriends, and after their return from for Mound CIO to reside.
Mrs. Lucy Jones returned to her
count Of their lete arrival, we are going to close them
out
the east they will go to housekeepTonight at the residence at Fourth home in Madisonville today after visnow at half price.
ing.
and Clay streets, Mrs. Frank Hill will iting Mr. C. F. McGardy, 143-1 KenMr. Wallace is a member of the entertain with a supper in their tucky, avenue.
4'adie4' Readtpto-Wear Department.
firm of Iverson & Wallace, pharma- honor.
Miss Edna Carpenter, of Hickman,
cists, Seventh
aud
Washington
arrived today to visit the family of
streets. He has been in the retail
Dance a7Park,
Mr. Ed
Brown,* 1223 Tennessee
drug business here for years, and is
A dance will be given tomorrow street.
a young man of much business able evening at the Wallace park pavilion
Mrs. J. R. Lemon and Mrs. Anna
ity, standing high in his profession, by the young society men in honor Stunston, of Mayfield, were in the
NEW LUMBER COMPANY IS His
bride
is a sister of Mrs. C. E. of visiting girls in the city. The list city today attending the Chautauqua.'
TO BE ORGANIZp) HERE
Gridley, and when she came here is at the cigar stand in the Palmer
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carr arrived
Articles of incorporation of the three years ago to visit, Mr. Wallace House
today from Mayfield to reside here.
Mrs. Clay Lemon and son, Clifton,
Sherrill-Faircloth Lumber company met her. Miss Maxwell returned to
were filed this moraing. The capital- Paducah a year And a half ago to
Entertain This Evening,
of Mayfield, arrived today to visit
Phone
ization is $25,000 divided Into 250 visit again and during her visit made
Miss Agnes O'Loughlin will enter- (Mrs. Lemon's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Not
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
shares of $100 each. Following are many friends.
tain this evening at her home, 925 Joe A'. Miller, 416 South Sixth street.
Orders,
Accepte
d
At 6:15 o'clock last night the cou- Broadway, complimentary to her
-Try Whitehead'* 25 cent dinner. the Incorporators mei the amount of
Mrs. Pat Hendley and Miss Elizaple
left
Polite service.
for
the
shares held: C. H. Sherrill, city, 80
east. They will tour brother,' Mr. Joseph O'Laughlin. The beth Stokes, of Mayfield, arrived to-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% shares; H. V. and A. Sherrill, city, the principal cities and also visit the party will be an informal one.
day to be the guests of Mrs. L. P.
50 shares each; J. H. Faircloth, Jamestown exposition before returnBroadway. Phone 196.
Janes, 421 North Fifth street.
-Fine carnations at 50c per doz- Itika, Miss., 50 shares, and J.' F. ing, making a two weeks' trip.
Boating Party.
Mrs. I. D. eresee wilt arrive home
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Walker, luka, Miss., 20 shares. The
Mr. Carl Beater will give a boat- this evening from Mt. Sterling, where,
-The Union station entertainment main sales office is to be in Paducah
Woman's Club Tent.
ing party this evening up the river she has been visiting since the meetto be given by the' Ladies' Auxeiary and the mills in Mississippi. The corYesterday was a good day at the and return. The party will leave at ing of the Kentucky Federation of
of the 0. R. C: will be held tonight poration will deal In Lumber in all Wouian's club tent at the Chautau- 7:30 o'clock. Those composing the Woman's clubs at ehelhyville.
at the W. 0. W. Hall. Admission: berms and C. H. Sherrill probably qua, but not such a crowd was out party are: Misses Garnett Buckner,
Mrs. P. J. Quinlan, of Terre
Adults, 10 cents; children, t cents. will be president and general mana- as on the preceding days and the bus- Elizabeth Sebree, 'Marjorie Loving, Haute, Ind., has arrived
to
visit
ger.
iness fell Off a little. Today Mrs. Nelia Hatfield, Mary and
Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway. NoonGertrude Mrs. Tom Settle, of 421 North Fifth
Frank Coburn is the chairtnan and Scott, and Messrs. Richard
day luncheon for ladies and gentleScott, street.
she and her assistants expect to do a Geri Beeler, Rodman,
men 25 cents. A la Carte bill of fare.
Horse Must Be Killed,
Miss Irene Fowier has returned
Louis Gaebel
-Colored souvenir post-cards of
Walter Herron, 17 years old, of big day's work. Those in charge Fri- and Fred Gilliam. Mrs. Thomas
Hall from Cadiz after attending the funthe city. Something entirely new in Second and Adams street, bought a day will be: Mrs. Victor Voris, chair- will chaperone the party.
eral of her sister, Miss Myrtle Fowincorporated.,
the line. Just arrived and are now on horse several days ago for $12 to man; Mrs. Joseph Bloomfield, treasler.
and
sale at R. D. Clements & Co.
use in the express business.
Mesdames
William
The urer;
Mrs. Friedman Entertains.
-Farley;& Fisher, veterinarians, horse is suffering from an incurable Heighes, Campbell Flournoy; E. M.
Mrs. Joseph Friedman entertained
Morris Wilson Dead.
427 S. Third. Old phone 1'345; new cancer, and was pronounced hope- Poet; Edward Bringhurst, Henry informally this
morning at her sumMay'field, June 20.-Morris Willess by City Veterinary Ed Farley. Rudy, Sidney Loeb, and
phone 35.
Misses mer home, "The Pines," at five hun- son
STRAYED- A black paring horse
died at the age of 61 years at
-We give you better carriage and Humane Officer Jap Toner told the Prances Wal:ace, Faith
Langstaff, dred, complimentary to Miss Laura
about 15 3-4 hands high thin to orhis
home
on
North
Ninth
street,
after
better service for the money than boy that he would have to kill the Henry Alleott, Marjorie Scott, Mary January, of Columbia, Mo.
der. 10 or 11 years old. Finder
a lingering illness. He Is survived
is giv.en by any transfer company in animal and wouki give him two days Bolling, Helen Hine, Garnett Buckplease return and get reward. Old
by
a
and
wife
seven
children,
one
of
America. Fine carritiges for special to deliver the horse back and secure ner, Airne Dry-fuss, Lucile Well, Aniphone 943, new phone 590. L. A. AlMrs. Parham Improve-N.
children
the
being the wife of Burk
occasions on short notice; also ele- kis money from the original owner. ta Keller, Belle Cave, Sue Thompson,
britton, care U...G. Gtelett„ TwentyMrs, Frank Parham is much better Hamlett. The burial took place on
l eoner does not desire to have the Mary Cave, May Schaeffer, Miss Hargant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co '
third and Jefferson.
today and her relatives are enoour- Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock in
riette Rains, of Nashvfile; Sadie Pax-Mr. Ervin Sanders, 724 Goebel boy suffer the loss of $12.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
'AblEftleseie Federation of Musiaged over the change in her condi- the city cemetery. The' deceased had
ton, Anna Stripling, of Fort Worth,
avenue, had a finger on his right
MITCHELLS for high-geide' bicy- cians,. colored, will enroll you for
tion. They think she has passed the carried the mail from Mayfield to
Tex.;
Fred
Paxton,
Robbie
hand crushed yesterday while movLoving,
Legs Scalded. '
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
$1.50 until July 2, when the fee will
crisis and begin to show hope for Roysville for several years.
Mary K. Sowell, Lillian Hobson, Suing ties on South First street. where
With his legs scalded from
be raised to $10. Anyone wishing to
the
her recovery. Last night she rested
FOR
sie
DRY
WOOD,
Dabney,
Old
Kathleen
Whitefield, AnPhone join should
the Ininois Central railroad is re- knees down, Fireman A. F. Pattersee F. McNeilly, Prest.;
well and today shows an improve2361.
PREPARING FOR WAR.
placing its tracks.
son, 22 years old, of the Memphis nie May Yeiser; Haze: McCandless, of ment over yesterday.
Frank Jones, Vice Prest., or %V. M.
s•
-City subscribers to the
PASTURE for rent. Good grass Riley, Sec's'.
Daily division of. the Illinois Central, was Memphis; Florence Loeb, and Manie
Cobb, and Helen Dillon, of St. Louis.
Mexico City, June 20.-Guatemala and plenty of water. Phone 334-2.
Sun who wish thu. delivery of their brought to Padurah this morning
and
Messrs. T. B. King and W, Wallig,
WANTED-For U. 8. Army; Able.
has 1,000 men employed
papers stopped must notify our col- placed In the Illinois Central
building
FOR heating and stovewood ring
hospiof Murray, are in the city,
bodied unmarried men between ages
Party Left For Cincinnati.
farts at the Port of Ocos and is mak• 437 F. Levin.
lectors or make the requests direct tal for treatment-. He lives
at 'MemMessrs. J. H. Cooley and D. C. Har- log that
A party went to Cincinnati today
point the strongest fortIlitel
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
to The Sun office. No attention will phis, and near Fulton
was wetting on
the Georgia !see for the round ris, of Mayfield, were in the city to- port. in Central America, accordeng to - FOR EARLY breakfast wood old States, of good character and tem.
be paid to such orders when given down coal, usilig
the hose running
phone
2361.
day.
trip. Those in the party were: Mrs.
the statement of R. So:. a coffee planto carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
perate habits, who can speak, read
resin the boiler. In runningualwhf
Born, to the wife of Mr. George tation owner of Salvador,
WANTED-- Good washerwoman.
William Gilbert and Misses Adab
-e-Following are examinations or- from
recently
and write English. For informatioll
the boiler. It throws boiling
Prince,
of
4
,
29
South
Ninth
street,
Apply
a
to
417
Fourth
street.
Brasetton.
Marion
arrived
P. Noble, Marjorie
in Mexico City. Fortifications
dered by the U. S. civil service corn- water,
and slipped oft the iron pipe. Crumbaugh,
apply to recruiting officer, New Rich.
are being erected not alone on the
Mary Brazelton, Kath- daughter last night.
TrANTED-:-A cook, either white
;Session licor this district: NeMitratiea- The
hot wider wielllidwe 'out on erine Crunabatigh,
rnond Hoese, Paducah, Ky.
Mr.
J.
W.
Wevyman,
of
the
Guy coast, it is said, but deep trenches or colored, 1622 Jefferson etreet. •
Miss Katherine
tion inspector (male), department of Patterson's
_
legs before he could get Crumbaugh
wilt make the trip to Nance Undertaking company„ went are being built and machine guns and
justice. July 17; sawyer and carpenGET OUT of the we. Jobs won't
BEST 25 cent meals in City at
out of the way.
Cincinnati, but she will leave there to Calvert City this- morning on busi- eannon mounted along the frontier
ter, July 24.
be so easy to get next year. We can
Whitehead's.
ness.
rail
Somerset,
by
at
for
Ocos.
Ky.,
where she
-For the best and cheapest livery
FOR RENT-7-room house, 805 use 500 machinists, Highest wages;
Mr. J. D. Sowers went to PrinceNotice to rue Oublic.
• will spend the summer.
rigs, ring 100, either phone. Copesteady
employment
guaranteed.
South
Third. Phone 222.
ton on business this morning.
The steamer Dick Fowler will ofArthur Pell Rennin.
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
Transportation advanced to machinMrs. Mettle Felice of Terrell, Ark.
fer
reduced
tround
trip
Carpe
Diem
tickettegood
Entertained.
FOR
RENT-- Furnished room, ists. having first-class references. We
Arthur Pell }tannin, two months
-Prof. William Deal's orchestra
Miss Maggie Lydon, 422 South returned home this morning after a and nineteen days old, the son of Mr. 414 Clark. Old- phone 1166.
has been engaged by the Cairo Hust- during June 241th, 21st and 22nd, for
positively make no charge in
any
visit
the
to
family
Tenth
the
of
benefit
street,
Mr.
BeatJohn
of
entertained
the Egyptian Hustlers'
the Carpe
and Mrs. George Hannin, of 1151
lers to play tonight and Friday night
FOR SALE-Piano cheap. Apply way, manner, shape or form, for sety,
Diem club last night at euchre. Miss
of Eleventh and Norton streets. North Twelfth street,
at the Hustlers' ball. Professor Deal meeting at Cairo. One fare for the
died at 12:06 to 123 North Sixth. Old phone 1751. curing jobs for machinists. Address
Architect 0. D. Schmidt went to o'clock this morning.
and his musicians will leave tonight round trip. Boat will leave Paducah Marie Roth won the first prize and
The child had
with references The National Metal
SHORT ORDER lunches a spethese days at 6 a. ne sharp. In the Miss Camille Legeay captured the Princeton this morning on business. been 111 but a short time. Mr. Hanat 6:15 o'clock.
Trades Association, Cincinnati, 0.
cialty
at
Page's
lone-hand
restaurant.
Mr.
Walter
prize,
and
Vaughan
South
the
119
for
boys
place
returned
Mr.
a.
of
ne,
S
from
leave
and
Cairo 11
nin is the well known Minced Central
-Place your orders for wedding
Third street.
p. m. in the place of 3 p. m. Go and Paul. Legeay won both the first and Cairo this morning.
tinner and Democratic nominee for
invitations at home. The Sun
Is
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
lone-hand prizes. The next meeting
Joseph
Mr.
Bishop,
the
WANTED-- Assistant in office, accoal
snjoy
Cairo's
merhospitality.
councilman in his ward. The funeral
showing as great an assortment as
Paimer-R. W. Ewell. Louisville;
well be with Miss Minnie Pieper chant, went to Earlington this morncurate
and
quick
GIVEN
FOWLER,
with
Pass.
figures,
,
Agt.
Box
you will find anywhere, st prices
will occur tomorrow at 10 o'clock at
R. A. Baird, Memphis; W. B. KnickJuly 2.
ing on business.
much lower than you will have to
St. Francis de Sales chursh. The bur- 665, city.
erbocker, Jackson, Mich.: W. WaiLouise
Miss
Culley, of 822 South ial will be in Oak Grove cemetery.
FOR RENT- Third
pay elsewhere.
Card of Thanks.
fiber over ler. Murray; J. H.
Cooley, Mayfield:
Church Guild Entertained.
Fourth street, has returned home
Frank Just' barber shop, 117 N. 4th
We wish to extend our heartfelt
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
McD. Ferguson. La Center: J. B.
Mrs. J C. Flournoy entertained the from St. Vincent's college for the
thanks
St.
Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office. t Carver,
to our kind neighbors and
any of your friends going away for
Mrs. Mary Drennan,
Nashville; W. J. Halliday,
Guild of the Grace Episcopal church slimmer vacation.
the summer. The address will be friends for the kindness shown durFOR RENT - Newry. decorated New Work: D. A. Frank, Pueblo.
Mrs. Mary Drennan, 45 years old.
afternoon
yesterday
with
an
informal
Mrs.
Hattie
Wycoff
and litt4e son.
changed as often as desired, and the ing our recent bereavemen4, the !Iapartments.
Modern
died of brain fever at her home on
improvements. Colo.; G. W. Davis. Philadelphia; C.
nes'. and death of our husband and tea at her home on Jefferson street. Cassius, of 4'110 South Ninth street, Eulat street
rate is only 25c a month.
I L. (7civielder, Milwaukee. '
in Mechanicsburg yes- Hecht Apartments, 511 Adams.
Eight new members were added to have returned from e visit to friends
stop-father.
terday afternoon at 3 o'clock. She
Belvedere -W. I. Houston, CartsFOR THE BEST sandwiches,chile
membership roll. This will be the and relatives in Illinois.
th
J. E.
had been Ill several weeks, and was and hot tamales, call at 111 1-2 yule; Edward Edwards, Princeton;
Thieves entered the wash house MRS BOB THOMAS AND
during the summer
meeting
last
Miss
McGowan,
Susie
of
Golconda.
MOORE.
and back porch of Mr. Charles DonL. D. Claughton, Chicago; W. Greif,
months, the next meeting being held Ill., arrived today to visit the Misses popularly well known in Mechanics- South Third street.
burg." The body was taken to the
ker's residence, 903 Clark street,
in the fall.
CLOTHES Cs-anted fine pressed All Ingleskie: H. C Rees .7- HopkinsGockel,
of
226
North
Fourth
street.
Notice Retail Greeern.
county and buried in the Milliken work guaranteed:
last night before _12 o'clock
and
Solomon, The Tale' vele; (7. VV. Burrows. Fulton; A B.
Mrs. Kate Roden, who has been cemetery
All retail grocers are requested to
in the
Florence Station or, 113 South Third
Wayne, Chicago.
stole clothing from Mr. Denker and
Surprise Their Hostess.
street. Phonei
visiting
her
parents.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
S.
New Richmond-W. A. Berry. Osa servant. No clew has been found oe present tonight as business of imA surprise wedding of which even C. Grouse, 720 South Sixth street, neighborhood. She leaves five chil- 1016-a.
dren.
car' J C Weber. San Antonio, Tex.:
by the pollee, but Patrolman Casper portance will come up. There will :he groom's sister, who was also the has
FOR RENT -Eight room
returned to her home at Carmi,
brick Otto Sietler, Golconda: C. B. Collins.
Jones is working on the ease this af- be a smoker after the meeting.
hostess of the bride, knew oothidg 111.
house with bath, 1249 Kentucky aveU. S. WALSTON, Prest.
Memphis; Henry Katt°, New Boston:
ternoon and hopes to catch the thief.
until after it had taken place, was
nue.
Mrs. Girardey, 123 North
IS has returned to PaJ. W. BarXv
R. A. Caldwell, Slater: Joe Gregory.
that of Mr. Eugene Bryan to bliss ducah after a visit to his father,
Seventh.
Old
phone
2107.
W.
Gilbertsville:'A. R. Hall, Wyatt, Mo.
Called Meeting,
Flo Smith. both of 'Mound City, yes- H. Baldwin, three. miles east of MayHARNESS, saddles and
reigeter.
Si, Nicholas -11, L. letnieh
and
Bricklayers Union No. 4 of Ken- terday afternoon. Both
well field.
are
Don't forget Paducah Harness and wife, St. Louis; J. A. Bugg, Clinton;
tucky at their hall 1:30 tonight.
Special Sale of
known and popular here and had
Meg Cora Graves, of Cairo, Is visSaddle Co., 204 Kentucky avenue. T. II. Embell, Clinton; P. E. PI-AJOitN 'VOGT Prest.
come to visit. •.Slipping away in the iting the family of her brother, Dr.
Ne_w phone 546.
les, Dyersburg: R. E. Pickles, DyereJACOB SEAVER, Fin. Sec.
afternoon for a drive, they secured a W. T. Graves. of North Seventh
ONE NICE furnished
room tor, berg: B. F. Monson. Chleago: Mies
street,
rent. With all modern conveniences.'C Askew Marion; (7. 9. Hotelier and
Miss Lucille Graves, who has been
Gentlemen preferred. Inquire at 713 son, Almo; .1, M. Bailey, Cold Water;
THE NEW HAT.
critically Ill of malaria, is somewhat
Kentucky a•vetitte.
J. E. Sullivan. Cairo; W. F. Wathen.
Improved today.
/ries
Joppa; J. E. Elber. Memphis.
FOR
SALE5(10
shares MergenMrs. Lloyd Boswell, who has been
Manufacturers' Samples
thaler-Horton Basket Machine comIll of rheunratism, is able to sit up
pany stock at 10 cents per share. Ad- AGED 9, CONVIIITED AS SLAVER.
at her home on NortheFifth street.
----'Dees hock Box 43, Jewett. Ohio.
'Mrs. N. 0. Gray, of Kuttawa, left
Roy Who Shot And Killed Playmate.
today for her home after visiting her
WANTED-Settled woman who is
Sleeps-as Trial Progresses.
sister, Mrs. T. D. Farmer, 1902
Broad
,
a good cook to live on plat*. Good
Baltimore. June 20.-- The youngI street.
wages to right party. Old Phone est nitirderer in the history
of the
I Mrs. Prayther O▪ sborn and Mrs G
1595. Mrs. Frank Rieke.
local (Telenet enure; was tried today
IW. Dennis, of Louisville, returned
FOR RENT-Four rooms, all con- and convicted of manslaughter. He
home today after visiting Mrs. %V. A.
veniences, over my store. Solomon, le Sidney Hollis. aged 9 years. He
Martin, 1109 Jefferson' street.
The biggest thing in outing The Tailor, 113 South Third. Phone shot and killed William H. elriffitha,
There are plenty of
I
Miss Beulah Rogers, 833 Clark
1016-a.
a boy of 11, June 1, after a quarrel
suits'
Evansville
street,
went to
today to
to.vels in this lot worth
over a game of marbles. Hollis did
LOST-Opal
set
out
of
ring
this
visit friends.
Fancy touches on the cuffs,
morning between Ninth and Clay and not display the slightest concern in'
$1.00 and $1.25 each;
Miss Clara Young will leave topockets and lapels, just to give flank Di!os. store. Finder please re- the court room today during the trial.
night
Louis
after
for
visiting
St.
WM
all linen damask, hem14e fell asleep several times in the
the suit a snappy look, and turn to this office
Sophia Burnett, 315
North
Fifth
course
of the proceedings. Sentence
stitched a n d fringtd.
FOR SALE-1 little house and
they're being snapped up by the
street.
was stispendeiel.
acres
groiTnd
of
Misses
half
Kate
24
and
mile
Bess
east
Wright.
of
young men who are not afraid
Beautiful patterns.
Lone Oak
Nice crop on it. Apply
of Mayfield, arrived today to visit
of a new idea.
at once and get a bargain.
their uncle, J. T. Wright, 333 North
J. W.
For us conventional folks here York, R. •F. I). No. 2. city.
Fourth street.
Mice ;eel I-2 Itroashvey,
See our window
'Mrs. Q. H. Weber and daughter
PADUC.ell, KY.
are the new conventional fashCONTRACTOR WEIKEL and Mr.
'Frances. (if Poplar Bluff, Mo., will
Frank Hagerty have formed a partTelephoir: Office 330; residetace
ions.
Display.
leave Saturday for Greenville to visit
nership to do all kinds of plastering. 987.
a few days. They are visiting the
HIM the ()Mee will b..
Office Hours: 11 to 9 a in ;
at Welker'.
t,
Prom
$7.11
1
0
to
$25.00
family of Mr. Will
Wright, 227
fence, 126 South Fourth. Estimates I'. .M. Sunslass ^ to 3 p. m.
North Ninth street, and will return
cheerfully given at any time.
end remain a few days before going
ii,hii--mnyov.il 1'16
to theer home.
tailor shop to 121 Risuth Ninth lItrept
Mr. Roscoe Reed
ham
returned.
near Broadway, where he would he
% '.
, 11.'•;(13
:'-iteiet.)''
Relit (trying on her mother's hat): "My gracious! Ma's alweys makes a
Monthly Payments.
from a visit in Cincinnati.
pleased to see his customers ('lean'
413 BROADWAY.
person look as oldie
319 BROADWAY
Pettit,
well
E.
the
Mr.
known
tog an *preening neatly done. Old See Lillard D. Sander3
druggist of Twelfth
and
Trimble
phone 462-a.
ellione 765. Office 314 S. Sixth Ste

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

I

89c fiets $1.25

dome txeeptional Value4 in

On Saturday, 22nd

5uits

•

kiikr
9uring 'Our: June Vlearanee dale

89 Cents Cash
Will buy at Hart's next
Saturday a pair

CURTAIN STRETCHERS
That sells everywhere at

$1.25

They are well made of the best material, the easiest style to attach curtains to; are fall size and strong.

GEO. 0. HART& SONS CO.

4

WANT ADS.

0%1-el-rarer

r

r

I

All Linen Towels
.48c

#

I

DR. 0. R. KIDD

Noah's Ark Variety Store

*

•

New 4-Room House for Sale
Easy

*wee

PACE MT

••I7

rAntr

4

.. NO Si

-

CREDIT IAN

Third Day of Our

BLUE TAG SALE
two more days of this great sale.
ONLY
Friday will be Table Linen Day.

Watch the papers for Saturday's specials.
There were many hundred satisfied bargain
seekers yesterday. Were you one of them?
We want you to come down Friday and'
Saturday and reap the benefit of this great
bargain feast.

Table Linens
We offer you the Greetest Stock of Table linens
in Paducah
at the following BLVE TAG Prices:
35-cent
le-cent
35-cent
34 cent

Red Table Linen. special price
Red Table Linen,teale Klee
Full-Bleached Table Linen, now

talle

Full-bleached TAW Linen, sale .prise
2ic
•
&O-cent Mercerized Table Linen. sale- privo
-19c
Unbleached Table Linen, drawn work border,
worth 65c,
for
.10c
$1.2S Full-Blew-bed Table LIIICLI for
$1.00
$1.Q Full-Bleached S hie Linen, 72 inches wide,
for
$1.25
$2.0,1 Full-Bleached 'tele.- Linen, 72 inches wide,
for
$1.e9
$2.25 Extra Heave Full-Bleached linens, 72 inches
wide,
hr
*1.79
Every Napkin in the house will go during this sale
at'a cutprice.

. AUTO WHEELS

GREATEgT
0 °FALL To
laCt

WORKED CREDIT- TO FINISH IN MAI BE CIJANGED IF
NEW PATPADUCAH, IT IS SAID.
ENT WORKS RIGHT.

T. N. bete her Under Arrest itt Mem- W. H. Parham
Will Endeavor to
phis on Charge if Converting
Organize Comp:soy to MaaufactMoney and Tialuables.
ure Intention.

Everyone should take a tonic in the Spring;
their systems require it. The blood has
become thick and sluggish with the
accumulations left in the system from breathing the
impure air of closed rooms and overheated
buildings; the heavy, rich foods of the Winter
seaso
n, etc., and when this vital fluid is aroused
T. N. Letcher, formerly Paducah
W. H. Parham, who has patented
and stirred to quicker action by the return
manager of the National Credit com- a wheel, which
ef warmer weather, these waste matters and
he believes will revopoiso
ns are distributed through the circulation,
pany, is under arrest at Memphis, lutionize the
manufacture of auto- to act depressingly and injuriously on the
syste
m.
charged with converting $115 and a mobile wheels
The blood being
, is today arranging to impure condition
is unable to furnish the body with the proper amou in this unnatural ati3.
diamond ring of Lula White to his organize a sto;:k
company te manu- stren
nt of nourishment and
gth, and the system suffers from debility, weakn
owli use. He will be brought back facture his
wheel, and if he succeeds
ess,
nervo
usnes
s,indigestion, loss of
as soon as.requisition papers arrive. he will add
a $150,000 corporation appetite, and many other unpleasant symptoms of a
disor
dered
blood
circu
etcher is 'also accused of going to to Pliducah'ie fast
lation.
The depleted system must have assistance; it
growing industrial
.v L. Culley's store one day after Interests, Mr. Parha
needs a tonic and it is important that the
m has on dis- prcper one be selec
ted. When the health is in this disordered,cond
had been succeeded as manag
er play at the Foreman Machine. and.
ition it is not safe to
take unknown concoctions,sarsaparillas,etc.,
.the credit cionsany, and securing Novelty continue). shops
on
North
- opin*.on,
9 worth of clotli
Your B. S. S., in my
ng, alleging that Fourth street, models of his wheel. because they ,usuallY contain potash
good a medicine as
or can be hid; it sirripty oeneet isbnasimpro
was still employed by the 'redit He claims to have
ved upon as a
solved the problem other strong mineral ingredient
remedy to purify aid enrich tits blood
s
whic
h
act
ond to invigorate
Leteher bought clothing of automobile wheels. Pneum
and tone up the system. Ties spring my blood
atic
unfav
orabl
y
and
was bad
often
dangerously on the and I was rust down
at the Weille store, but got ,it on tires coustantly
go down and this is
in health, and having neon your
run-down, weakened system, at a time when medici
his own credit, it is claimed.
ne
hig'nly
the greatest source of trouble
advertised I commenced its use To-day
to
my blood
He came here several months ago wad:lines now.
By creating the it needs gentle and natural stimulation to the best. is In fine condition and my general llealth is or
Am filling position as fireman for a large conand seemed to be popular, malting spring iu the
spokes, he secures the throw off the impuraies and
recuperate its cern here, and if I was not in good physical condition it
friends and creating a great same elasticity that
pneumatic tires loit energy.
would be iniWeible for me to fill the place.
Your 8 8,8.
A
ideal
great
deal of business. It is said that the give, making
deal
is
being said has been
it possible to use a
of great service to inn and I do not hesitate to
set, combination is out of repair, solid rubber
these
days
about
give
it tho credit It deserves.
living close to nature and
tire.
WM. F. VAN DYKE.
and Manager Westfall cannot open
BIS Fifth elt., Beaver Falle, Peen.
it is more applicable to medicines, per-Lips,
the safe to see in what condition
than anything else. Nature has provided a remedy
Letcher left the loan company's
for
made from nature's vegetation act better-Au every way all the ills of mankind,and medicines
businers.
than do the strong mineral mixtures.
which are the products of the chemist's or apothecary
's shop.
The greatest of all tonics is S. S. S. It is made
of the forests and fields, selected for their purifying entirely of the roots, herbs and barks
(Concluded from First Page.
)
and
it does not contain the slightest trace of mineral Itt anyValth restoring qualities; and as
form it is especially adapted for a
party—the, assassination of Willia systemic
m
remedy, one that is absolutely safe for young or old.
LI. R. Tompkins, the well known Goebel.
S. S. S.'acts directly on
"I say that the men, whoever they the blood, ridding it of any and all impurities and poisons, and resto
Illinois Central machinist, has been
ring the lost properties
promoted to the position of foreman may be, who are responsible for of rich, nutritive strength so that it is enabled to
supply to the system the heathful, invigof the "dead work" gang in the Illi- Goebel's murder ought to be given orating energy needed to
is this trying season of the year. Its action is the most prompt,
nois Central round house here, and the exteerne penalty. If the Republiassumed charge of hi's new position can party wants to succeed in the
pleasant and satisfactory of all tonics
this morning. He succeeds Mr. A. J. coming campaign, it must not shirk
and
purifiers, and those who ate
$1
,0
60
I
OR
PROOF beginblood
Soberer, resigned. Mr. Schafer is still this issue. The man or men who
ning to feel the need of a mediin the gang, but has taken charge . committed that crime ought to hang.
or
a bench. Mr. Tomkins is an excellent "The Democratic machine in Louisto fortify the system against the
THAT S. S.
13 NOT cine
machinist and a capable man for the vilte has come to grief. The mayor
nopleasant conditions that come with
of the city, according to the court
place.
•
of
Spring, will do wejl to commence its use.
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes, appeals, is an election thief, and was 'PURELY VE
GE
TA
BL
E
In a conspiracy to steal the
at
once. It will not only tone up the
of the Tennesseeedivision of the
election.
Nowlitit the time for us to do our
nois
l, arrived this morning to
system, but will remove any taint or
examiCentra
ne three
filemou for promo, best, and
if we do it, we can win." htkinur that may be in the blood and thns prevent an
outbreak of Eczema,Tetter,Salt Rheum
Mr;.Bullitt was greeted with hear- or other rash
lions. They ,are B. C. Venable. of
or
erupt
ion
of
the
skin.
S.
S.
S.
resto
res
lost energy, relieves,that all worn °tit,
the Memphis-Cairo run: J. E. Wil- ty cheers as he left the stand.
tired feeling, quiets the nerves, helps the appetite and impar
ling-ham, Fulton and Paducah run,
Bradley Takes the Chair.
tt.
a relish for food, and in every
The committee, on permanent or- way adds tone and vigor to the entire system, and
and li.- BeTerter, Jackson and ?eauprepa
res
it
for the depressing Summer
ganization reported in favor of mak- months that are to follo
cab
w.
0lug
Forme
Mr. Charies Shelley, formerly
r Gov. W. 0. Bradley perr
.
In selecting your tonic for this year do not be led into believing
the Minces Central pipe shops, but manent chairman of the convention.
that others are dc,
just as
now of Memphis, i9 visiting In Pa-,ljohn J. Craig, the temporary secre- good," but 'get 'S. S. S., THE GREATEST OF ALL TONICS, and
one
that
fOr
more
than
'tary, was made permanent secretary. forty years has been recognized
ducah. •
as such. It is Nature's tonic, absolutely pure-and safe,and
E. P. Franks and Marshall Bullitt relia
-Luther Long, the Illinois Central
ble in every way. S. S. S. is for sale at all first-class drug store
tinner, is visiting in Iiickory Grove were appointed to escort Governor
s.
!Bradley to the front of the stage. He
today.,
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The wrecker went out last night'Was applauded vociferously as he
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to the Nashville division of the road:came Pirward. After taking a drink
lout of the water pitcher, which
to pick up a few bad or)ler cars.
he were to have the votes of -both dinMr. John Trent, formerly store- lifted in both hands, as a glees was Diets. Then compli
cations arose and
keeper for the Louisville division of:lacking, One. Bradley electrified thelcombinations were entere
d into for
the Illinois Central, but now of East convention by eheuting: "Boys, we've the sake of harmony,
which indicatSt. Louis, is in the city. He has just got 'em!"
would be
led that Judge Breathitt
returned farm
r
New York state where Fight Over Temporary Organization. left out of the reckoning. But
the
he attended a big railroad eonven-1Backed 'by the combined influence Farley organization made
good, kept
severa
l,of
don. Mr. Trent will spend
Mr. John W. Yerkes and former their word and carrie
d Judge Breathdays in Paducah before returning to ov. W.
' 0. Bradley, the Deboe itt along.
IFranks-Fairbanks combine succee
St. Louis.
"The
west Kentucky contingent
ded
Mr. Louis Feeney, brother of yesterday ,in defeating Mr. William was jubilant after the conven
tion,
Traveling Engineer B. J. Feeney, ori Marshall Bullitt for temporary chair- having whioped Deboe
at every turn
the Louisville division of the Illinois. man of the Republioan state conven- and Sictated the -nomin
ation of two
Central has accepted a position ae'Eon In a fight before the Republican men on the state ticket.
They say
traveling salesman for the Armour state central committee.
the notninaticn of Farley and BreathAs a compromise the names of both itt and the elimination
Packing company, assuming his new
of Deboe will
ditties today. Fie was formerly a fire- Mr. BuSitt and Mr. Franks were cut the Democratic majori
ty in westman on the Illinois Central at Chi- withdrawn and Judge W.'H. Holt ern Kentucky one-half."
j
cago, but injured his foot more than was agreed epon for the position.
a year ago.
Dishonest thinking does not lead
C. H. Manes, a car repairer at the
Want Roosevelt Man,
to holy living.
Illinois Central shops, caught his
In spite of the wo:k of the Fairright band in a threading maehine banks organizstlon, resolutions were
yesterday and one finger was cut, dis- adopted, demanding a
Roosevelt'
!mac for president.
abling him.
.INSERT Resolution
?EH 1233
I The Resolutions committee voted
FINISHING HIS Si:AS•ON
,.ino
on the question of the indorseFOR ITALIAN MARKE1
i ntent df a candidate for the Republ
i, Colonel Mike Griffin. buyer for the can nomination in 19-08. W. J. Deitav.an government in west Kentucky hoe, who is an avowed Fairbanks
and Tennessee tobacco markets, will man, fought on the committee to refinish h.'s season thfs week, and re- move every trace of Taft from the
turn to Pathicah until fall. His head-'resolution. The Taftlforee-s included
are at Murray. and hp Is three of four -Repufilican congress.winding up the season's business men from Kentucky, namely': J.
B.
with the Messrs. Morton, of
New Bennett, John W. Langley and D. C
York, who are
connected . with Edwards. Congressman-elect A.1).
the Italian regie contracts.
1 James deinancied a resolution
without a semblance of Taft.
People C
plain of Gutters.
The quest ion.of 'the indorsement of
Residents near Tennessee street President Roosevelt and his
policies
and Guthrie avenue threaten to take were first approached.
On this there
act ion In the grand jury room against was no debate: but Mr.
Langley of
a well known real e late man whom fered the Mt. Sterling
resolution.
they say, is responsible for ak stag- which rays on the subjec
t of indoesnant pool of water there.
nother ing a candidate for president:
placsowhere it Is said the city is re"They believe that the 'Republican
sponsible is on Goebel avenue near party, in order to be succes
sful at
Sixteenth street,
the next national contest must
nominate for preigdent a man who
is in
17...-• Sun 'cant ans. tor
full
accord
results.
and sympathy with the
purposes of the present admini
stration and who will carry out its
policies"
The First District.
"One of the interesting features,"
stos
hottievbie paper, "wits the
Nauru* Of the First congressiona
l
committee.
"Frank Fisher, postmaster at
Paducah, who is managing the
canvas;
of Capt. Ed Farley, arrived yesterday with 144 delegates from the First
district. The First district headqu
arters are in room 128, Louisville
Hotel., where the canvass of Capt.
El
Farley is be:ng pushed with might
and main.
"Former Renato! W. J. Deboe
k
had
4,
fought against instructions for
A. E.
•.
Willoron all over the First
eongrea''I''
eonsl district, while Postma
ster
Fisher of Paducah, not only -led the
fight for Willoon, but also
managiel
the Farley boom, and was,
responsible for the candidacy of Judge Jam..s
Breathitt, of ilopkinaville, for
attorney general.
"Deboe was whipped in the coin
ties and defeated in the
organisation
Incorporated
of the district. The First and Second
129 North Third Mt.
district* cams here with an underatittssilstig that Parley said Breathitt
A

A Man Knows by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Psadu cab people demand the best and we
meet the
demands of the best people.

EAST TENNEWERLEPHONE CO.

In countr'es where beer is the national
beverage, there is practically no drunkenness, for beer contains a small percentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values.

The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful bur
brewed---the beer richest in actual food
values.

The Belvedere Process reduced the percentage of alcohol to less than 33 1-3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
h:althful and serengthening.

It cos* less,and think
of the advantages.

Paducah Brewery Co.

Powell-Rogers Co.
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fairly with your he 4111d at lasts
44441
"Oh, yea. Why should ken role me?
4**
**
Yeti eau earn more motley than you ean
Call, write, or plume for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Speoial
ever need In thie world la- leaking aftire•A
•
er my interons prepwit . If wily you
SUMMER DISCOUNT NM ON. POSITIONS secured or MONXY BACK .
will believe this statetnoa it will gave
you usui-b future worry. I assure you."
"Were you in earned when you said Have \rally Monotio'
ii. d the
that non have an aleundetiee of stories
•••
11o,,
•
t
AtItiltess
v ens.
like those in your hands?"
Author of "Wings of the Morning." "The Pillar of 44
Cullt•ge .1'o., Incorporated.
"So ninny. Mr. Isnaestein, that you
4**
Light." Etc.
will bare some tremble in disposing of
4**
a••••
*Olt*• them I haul diamonds a: big, its big•••
alas( utile. Instructor:4 Now Practi/MOW 1111
COPYRIGNT. 1904, By
let me tiee---es big as an tem."
. EDWARD J. Cl..0DE.
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SMALL AS A PILL
cally Limited to College and
•04v•••••••••••4•4•40******klt44.
The wonder is that the man did not
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,040.4.0.6.1..-C:4.40CW'7:0•••
EASIER TO TAKE
Culvert:it lea,
faint.
Two uoses give relief. and one box
"My Gear' he gurglet "Do you
Most noted waters and baths in Arneroa
Will care any ordinary case of Kidknow what you are say leg? Where
((ontinued From Yesterday.)
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Isy or bladder trout:in). Removes
that his experience was not wide are they. boy? You will be robbed,
The head of the tirrn of Isancetein & enough to
Electric lighted, Stearn heated, Capacity tiflO guests.
murdered fen their talk-. IN-hore are WONDERFUL CHANGE IN 1'. S.
embrace it.
Seminal
I raven cares Diabetes.
Co. of London, Amsterdam and KimNo Mosquitoes. No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springo
So Philip caught a gleam of resent- they? Let me put them in some Rafe
Elutes:ens, Weak and Lame Back, berley to be bearded
in such fashion
BAT.US•=taulphur, Mud,_ Vapor eon Meentee.
place. I will deal honestly by you. I
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of in his own particular shrine! Why, the ment at the introduction of the magisAMUSE.MENTS -Dancing, Henning, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
trate's name, and he instantly resolved swear it by all that I bola sacred. But
Fishing,
both thing was monstrous!
the Kfclueys and Bladder in
Wnsbington, 0, C., June 20.-It is
to see Mr. Abingdon again at the you must have them taken care of."
Philip looked him squarely in the earliest opportunity.
Rates Si 11 $1050 per week. $25 le 537.50 per rent WWI Naas is F3M'lltl, Patties eel
fnen and women. Sold at 60 cents
-They are quite safe. be certain of quite possible nowadays for an infant
Charm Retiscel Reed pip Rafts me fen our Roes Cestoe Wrest
"Oh, he treated you kindly today. that. Reveal my secret I will not. I to enter a public school iu the kinderper box In the no cure no pay bash eyes.
"Mr. Isnacsteire" he said calmly, did he?" spatted
MERCKE B120.S., OWNERS 01 MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, KY.
have borne insqlt and imprisonment to garten stage, progress all through
Isaaestein.
by Mereerson's Drug store, Fantle
"have you forgotten that you caused
preserve it, so it is not likely I will the primary and grammar grades,
-Yes, most kindly."
and Droadway, sole agent for Padtt- me to be arrested
as a thief and drag-, "Vim don't drink, I suppose?"- broke yield now to your appeals."
awirMININ•••
run through the high sehool and
lielt, or seat by mall upon receipt of god handcuffed through the open
in the other abruptly.
Phiffp's fine lit up with a strange Meet, his first male instruetor only
price by Lark Medicine Co., Louie- streets by a pence/nail? I have spent
"No; I am only a boy of fifteen and light 213 Ulla protest left his lips. The alien he passes his entrance examifive days In jail because of you. At do not need stimulants."
Ilr•
•
meteor was his mother's betnteet. She nations at Yale or Harvard.
Gantt enjoyed in sate ectight
the moment when I was phasing your
on the STEEL STEAMS1111"
Ile was favored with a sharp glanee gave it to him, and she would safeThis stateinent explains the exhonesty yuu were conveying secret at tide remark,
but
be
his
bent
over
John Mitchell Well Again.
guard it. Had she ,fathel hitherto? traordinary way In wheal the women
OR COMFORT, REST AND PLEASURE
stganis to your clerks in the belief that
it offers an unequaliscf opportunity
Was hot all London rineing with the have pushed the men out of the digSpring Valley, Ill., June SO.-John I was something worse than a pickPomo Exclusively
Irst Class Only-Passenr,cr
retinue,
of
news
his
yet
what
man
nified
profession
or
of
teaching. The
Mitchell made his flrst public appear- pocket. Was your treatmeut of me iso
Modern centforts. eloctrie lahting_La • c. boat equiralvi for tie.; le
Chlerve,
Three IMIllese
woman
neht..
travel
tin'
haddiwcovered
oho
whereabouts
best
women
teachers say it is a pity
ance today since his illness and at- free from blame at our first meeting
,MerInc• And Smiles. Laud
fort, t harle•ML, Petroikey.'NAM
ef his trease!Fe? hi his pocket he felt there are not more men left in the
connect tud for Detroit. Ilutela, Dolui nil all fra.sera end
tended a big benefit picnic given In as to serve as a model at the seeond':'
weeeeet
1r po for bu•Looko
Ceandlie relit, Art nistInt at
the great iron key of No. a Johnson's work, but the facts are undeniable.
Men
, For Terms. Booklets mei Siesiervat,.ii,saeldre.e.
The "hair was creaking now continaid of St. Markueriteie hospital. He
105. 9E90E214E11C G.P. A. rasitomi Stesseeme Co.. Chi••••
Mews, and he was as certain now that Outside of the colleges,
uously.
The
luau
swung
from
side
to
the
education
has been here since April 28, most of
his hiding place, was uuknewn as that of the American
boy and girl is today
the time in the hospital. He has now side dUring this lecture. Ile strove
his
mother's
was
spirit
eisking
downrestrain
to
hard
himself, but the feverin the hands of the women of the
nearly recovered, and tomorrow will
on him from heaven and directing his
it. uta
.eession of teachcommunity almost exelusively.
leave for Indiahapolis to assume his ish excitement of Saturday returned
unelement.
every
with greater intensity than ever. Ile
ing it is only te eeary to show that
Increase in Women Teachers.
cruties as national president of the
jumped up. and Philip imagiutel for a
(Continued in Next Issue.)
Moreover, this ancient and honor- in 19'o there were 4 16,1 la, teachers
miners' union.
eecond that robbery With violence was
12Ircscolgport, en.
ableoprofession of teaching, wh ich in the United States, Including, of
imminent.
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
Rate: $1 a Day.
was once monopolized by the men, course. both schools and colleges
Ererjthing
"Confound it all, boy," yelled the
Have you neglected your kidneys? the convent bred
A. Leann, Preprietress. ;
priests of the mid- Of these :12 7.61 4 were females, and
Have you overworked your nervous
merchant, "what was I to do when a
die ages, has been seized upon by the only 1 1 enil 9 were males. To be
sytem and caused trouble with your
ragged loafer like you came in and
women to a remarkable degree. There exact front a techoolmaster's point of
kidneys
and bladder?
Showed me a diamond worth a thouHave you
were
twiee as many women teaehers view' 73.4 per cent tea:tiers awl propains
in
loins,
side, back, groins and
eand pounds and told me he had dozin
1900
as In 1SSO. The increase of fessors in 1 else were WOIlleD. and
bladder?
Have you a flabby apens. hundreds, more like it? Did yi'm
in the
pearance of the face especially under over lent per cent in twenty years only 21.G per cent were men
'I ha.* !seen meth, Casearete fru Insomnia, with expect me to risk stunding in the dock
which I have been afflicted for over twenty years,
the eyes?
If so, Williams' Kidney marks the end of a struggle with the cities this percentage of women to
and I can say that eagiearets have given nut more by your side? Who could have given
AIRTRoPOLIS, ILL.
••• •vellet than mil other remedy I have ever tried. I
Pills will cure you-at Druggists, man. The male teacher in the gram- men rises iapain, the fleurei, shoe shall .crtao,ly r.00mrut ud Mum to my rereads at fairer evidence in your behalf than I
D.
A. Bailey, Prop.,
Price
50e.
heiae all they are represented."
miler grade practically has disap- • ling that in cities the proportion of
did? Who proved that you could not
Thos. Uillard, Elgin,
Waliams, Mfg. Co., Proles., Cleve- peered.
men
liewest
unsung
womeim
I
and
reacted
the
has
best hotel In the city.
In
the bigh schools he is
have stolen the stones? Whom have
land, 0.
Kates '$'...t$).
Two large aatoole
still fractionally apparen•. but he is isigeifeeint figure of one to four..
yen to thank for being at liberty now
Best For
In truth, teachine is the only line moms. Bath rooms. Electric Light*.
down.
but theexpert who swore that no such
The bowels
MUTINEERS
AND
aOLDIERS.
diamonds had been seen before in this
All good women teachers regret . of work •whieh may he elapsed as a The only centrally located Hotei
world T'
this. They like a man around, both !1)1.c' e58.0'n lit whill the w°1"" have I he city,
Battalion of Russian Sappers Revolt
Philip wafted until the man's passion_
for social and profeesional reasons.imet the men on e-qual 1PrIlla atld bate
at End of Douma.
comNAERcIAL PATTION1GE
had exhausted itself. Then he went
"You don't drink, I suppose?"
The man • .till holds his own in the!driven them out of the bueiness ai.on
;most entirely. The result is that to- •
colleges an d UR i‘er•
diamonds again and began to examine
•
iti
es.
b
u
t
if
eine
St. Petersburg, June 19.-News of
"That is your point of view, I sup- there cue by one. He knew that tee
can argue from the past by way of.dav teaching ranks as the tenth oc•en-1
pose. Mine is that you could have sat- action was tautalining to his compan- the dissolution of the douma resulted analogy, the velvet footed
woman Ipation lit which the women far out-;
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent Tam tn Good. Do Good,
in mutinous acts among privates in a
'Yoe needn't sat tip for me tolamer Mogen. We•ken or tiripv. Me. Mc. Mie. Never isfied yourself concerning all these ion, anti that is why Ile did it.
pedagogue will some day .drive him number the men, It is. in feet, the
sold in hulk. The genuine tablet stanipod CC C. points
without sending me to prison.
Eistazenteed to elre or your money back.
butacetein went to a sideboard aud battalion of sappers at Kieve today. iron} the fastnesses of the Greek hex-."IY "profession" in wh.kh she has night, Maria." "I won't, dear, "I'll
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. yr However, this discussion is beside the poured out a stiff glass of ineudy. tie Other - battalions were summoned to
start-ding juo Inside the door for
arneters and the differenetial calculus been as yet able to win her spurs in be standing
present question. Will you buy my swallowed it US au orninary. person quell the mutiny, and the entire mu_
an open competitlon against the Man.
ANNUAL SALE, TEN TAILUON BOXES diamends?"
_
Trihnne.
The
profession
of
toaehing
seems
Gnus battalion was disarmed and artakes an oyeter.
;All but one of the other nine classes
destined
to
pees
forever
the
from
man
Isaacstein recovered his seat. He
"That's better," be said, returning to arrested. One loyal officer was killed
of employment in which the percent- ST. LOUIS AND
,
TENNESSEE
lb .t te AND WOPAEit wiped hks facet vigorously. but the his desk. . -Now we can get to close in the fight. No details have been re- to the woman,
nige of women is predominalt are cc
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Dig
G
Lila t.
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trading
instinct
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fury.
as
to
Whetker any of the muquarter-a. Hand over the stoaes."
diechar,res.Inflatninalsous
is 1 i.. i mu.
sentielly
feminine.
This is not any idle speculation. It
ti......i.ei
irritattous or ulcer-Woo,
"Yee," he snapped. "How much do
tineers were killed, Only official telePhilip Old mouthing of the sort.
if...,•C?.
of mucous nuiribranee
°owe Monopolies for Fair Sex.
clearly indicated by the census
Fees.str•
,
•ssulear. Paiuleies, and not &atria you want for them?"
FOR TENNESSEE RIVF:R,
he inquired blandly. "You grams have been allowed to peas Is
LrfAsS:re'.7...•"CAL CAL net or poisonous
ilgunes for the last thirty years. In e It is -eitirely natural that the dress"I notice that their value steadily know all about them. You van herdly censor. There wow 4:.te
mutineers.
0014Ihy Drearetsca.
caeitneate
sae
two-thirds
I
of our teachers were makers, the laundreiees, the nurses,
•.ir rant 10 plain tv.splys Increases. The first time you saw this want taexamine them so frequently." and when the loyal battalion fired a
c. a.•
by ciVr040. Preasid. 1.,
diamond"-and he held up the stone
"Confound IC" erica Nam:stein. volley the mutineers broke afid fled. women. In 1894 they measured up the lodging house people, anti those
,
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IL& •*- tr.
otagirintly exhibited.-Paten. said it wee. .41PoWitne red with renewed impatieuce.- Two
similar employment
hundred and fifty-eight of them about three out of four, It must be engaged in
worth 0300 or £700. Today you name "Wkat more can I do than agree to
were arrested by the others escaped. remembered that these figured in- should be mononpolleed by women.
elude the professors n colleges as:The woman as driven t1
aeltiVOKACP411'
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AND a thenstand. However. I will take your your t
man out
own valuation for this unimportant
well as the teach-ere to the pre.parae-lof the work of stenography and type- 1
"I asked -you for an advauce of £i0.
collection and accept L50.000."
I sate uothine about leaving the din- ROGERS' LIVERWORT tory grades. The facts are that the , writing
about the same degree as
4:141IRO LINE.
"Oh, you will, will you? And how mends in your charge. Please listen
grammar grades of the cities today teaching, but this work as an entente' Leaves Paducah for Tenneesee
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
(Iaeorsonrxted)
River
will you have it, in notes or gold?"
For the complete cure of Coughs. eolAs,
to me. I inake no unreasonable deEvery *telnesoday at 4 I.
Asthruit and Brorchitis and all Lung rot11, have made the male teacher peeuliar- ensis or private secretary has not yet
Ile could not help this display of mands! If you wish to keep the stones: plaints
tending to Consumption. LI•erw•rt. ly rare. In the high schools he Is been classified as a profession. In .4., W. WRIGHT.. . . ....... mostelEvansville and Paducah Packets cheap anressin. The situation was toe- now you must first write me a letter Tar and Wild Cherry have for ages main- slightly more numerous. In the col- all
the other lines of work In which EUGEN E el1011INSON
•
(leek
ing its annoyance. The humor of it stating the agreement between us. If tained an e.tablished regiutation era r taadard
Cungh Remedy It coniain• no opium o- barn. !eves he holds _his owe, but there i the women out-:'laps the men the work
This company Is not responsible
waif beginning to dawn on him. When it is right I will give you the dia- In: drug can he given with safety
to children. seems to be no reason why he should
lit essentially feminine. and although for invoice charges unleee colleced by
his glance rested more critically on monds. If it is not according to may Price 11.00. Sold by Liver S Mat.
Williams litleg Co., Props., Cleveland. 0. not be driven out there, as in the done for wages Is merely a transfer the clerk of the boat.
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Philip, the boy's age, the poverty of ideas you must alter it."
lower
grades.
Special
'from
education
the
of
the
excursion
capable
rates from Paduhis circumstances, the whole fantastic
-00 you think I -mean to swindle
No Fraud by NEVIA1
• -- Apparently the women of the world housewife to the personal service of cah to Waterloo. Pare foe the round
incongruity of the 'affair forced hie your
(Daily lexcept Sunday.)
demonstrated
Washington,
have
their ability first an identical character which may be trip $8.00 . Leavee. Paducah every
D. C. June 20.-Actrecognition.
"I have no views on that point." I
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 8
Wednesday at 4 e m
Not'unprepared for Ruth a retort. am only telling you what my condi- ing Secretary Reynolds, of the treas- of all to acquire and tben to impart 'do'-, for others•
ury deuartment, today received a tel- education. It is not a profession reHopkins, leave Paducah for Evan& Philip gathered the stones together tions are."
rind twisted the ends of the paper
ville and way landingeat 11 a. m.
Isauestein sat back in his chair and egram Irons the collector of customs quiring brute force, and the woman's
at San Diego, Cal., stating that he patience gnd her maternal instincts
Special excurnon rate now in et Evidently the parcel was going Miek regarded g`htlip fixedly and with a.
Into his pocket. He glauced at a clone much - calmness as he tested summon had made an investigation in con- begin to win tbe day in the prcifession
Evansville
ana
feet from Ps.ducah to
toe, which ticked solemnly over the to his aid. A ray of sunshine illumin- nection :with the landing of several The minute the idea of corporal punlegant musts on tha
return, $4.0).
office door.
ed a bald patch on the top of his head, cases of wines and a number of curios ishment was abandoned the waman
r
unsurpassed.
boat. Tabl
ellere, what pre you doing?" cried and the boy found himself lolly spec-el- Irons the United States -ship Charles- began to assert her -ability to teach.
Isaftestein.
ton,
which were seized by the collec- and she has demonstrated this cal:dine on developmeote in the man's
STEAMER DIclf FOWLER
"Going to some one who will deal future life. The man, on his part, was tor, and finding that no fraud had pacity from that day to this.
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with me in a reneonabie manner. It Is seeking to read the boy's inscrutable been attempted by the officers of the
Pushing Man to WW1.
Spend your ?neaten) on the (Sri-it
• ••
11.aks and travel Yui the large,
•
Leaves Paoucah for Cairo and wa3 not very late yet. I suppose there are character, but the fixity of Philip's Charleston he had released the artiJust to demonstrate how elite woand insmforUtiale siteauuers 01
pie:0y of firms like yours in Hatton gaze at his denuded crown discontert- cles on payment of the regular
.t1'. LW.. Your lorml tivket
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex
duty. man has pushed the man to the wail
Garden, or I can go back to Mr. Win ed him amine
%Ail ?wit you. through tickets via
eept Sunday. Special excursion rate son"-e e'. Lee. to au Great Lake Re"What ems. you looking at?" he de- To Georgian Bay yin The Northwest.
sorts.
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now In effoft from Paducah to
"Set down. Sit down," growled the manded Suddenly.
ing $1.2150.0110.1a) sill he in
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Detroit Alla cielo.....6.1d for
and return, with or without meals man, vainly strhing to cloak his ner"I was wondering how you will look
118400121.5„
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Nimrod wa3 a mighty hunter, hut
fp Into a more amiable mood, when.
Both Phone.192.
I
had he hunted in the "Temggaml"
perchance, the trueestory of the genis
region hewould have been a mightmight be revealed.
ier one. Nimrod hunted for glory,but
"No." was time answer. "Even If you
Temagamiaaa hunt for game. Those
gave It to me I sheuld not take it
Round trip excursion rates
We take pleasure in announcIndians who made the first canoe of
away. I want you to advance, say. rill
from Padumh to Cincinnati,
ing that we now have inenatured
birch bark long ago, were our greattoday. I require clothes end other
Me Louis and Memphis, which
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
thluge Then tomorrow you can bring
est benefactors. The children of these
are as follows:
be used for burning purposes
lIndians know the canoe, and they
to a bank and pay a portion of the
only, as nearly every one now !know
pnrchnse price to my credit, giving ine
how to use it. and if you go to
Pasluenh to Cincinnati and
knows, but for use In the arts 1Temagami this summer they
It the same time a written promiee to
will pad$11.00
return
and mechanics it is the Moat
ony the reinalnder within a week or e
your canoe in their own superb
eoonornical and satisfactory fue
month, any reitsonahle period, In feet."
7.50
way. They will he the best guides you
St. Louie
known.
ever had. Students who camp in sumThe diamond merchant was qui&ly
1
Memphis
7.50
mer along the Temagaml lakes are
heeoming serious. methodleal, as he lisCheaper than weed alcohol, it
able to do two years' work in one.
tened. This businesslike proposal was
also burns without any of Ito
Finest of fishing and hunting. Easy
the one thing needed to restore his beoffensive odor. Next time try
PHILLIPS, Agent
of access by the Grand Trunk Hallwildered facnities.
it
in your chafing dish or ales);
()Mee Richmond Hoene
way System. For information and
"Tell m
y," he said, "who has
hol beater; it will b.: a revelabeen advising you?"
Telephone 68-R,
beautiful descriptive publication tent
tion to you. Be sure to phone
-No one."
freeeipply to W. Robinson, 606 Park
We might call this picture "KatyWINSTEAD'S, for no other
"Do you mean to say you came here
Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
did and Katydidn't," because you see
Paducah druggist handles it.
today to trade with me without eonbefore You the before-and-after efsuiting any other person?'
No Difference In Sound.
Both Phone* 756,
fects of our
"I eertalnly told Mr. Abingdon I Was
The differense between a good and
FINE DENTISTRY.
eoming, and I feel that I can always
a- bad chauffeur Is merely the differ150 4 Pt. and bottle: 50_ rebate
THE
We not ones. beautify the mouth,
return to him for any advice if I am in
epee between wreckleee and reckless.
for bottle,
but we add to your health. It's the
a difficulty. btft the offer I hare just
-Cleveland Plain Dealer,
250 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
made is mx own."
latest selentlfle fact that mastication
----------WiTh
for bottle.
Watching Iganeeteires face was nn
meet's highest health; and you
roe Sun want ads, tor remota,
Interesting operation to Philip., Under
CAN'T masticate with poor tooth.
350 2 pt. and bottle.
. 10c rebate
online!, conditions he might as wee
Gold crowns, well-fitting Retie finales
for lottle.
expect to find emotion ikepleted lim
of, all ktrmdb. etc. Expert dentistry,
CONSUMPTION
Pelee
pound of butter as in that oily cafe?.
absolutely painietta methods, decent
00611$ and
60e 6$ o0
nanee; with its set expression nodded
prices). Examinattons free.
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by years of sharp dealings. But today
eeKENTUCKY,
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the man wait startled out-of all the acPrompt Service as Telephone Order:.
THROAT and LVlitiG TROUBenstomed groove,* of belittles& °He was
toot Binding, Rank Work, Legal
- Seventh and Broadway. ,
LE/1, or MOSEY BACK.
confronted with a problem so novel
and library Work a specialty.
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They stop outeide and the tnielness
is done by lighten) an(' small boats.
Pernantbuco has its front of it
a
(Aare' reelf straight as an arrow, on
which the Dutch, when they held
possession of that part of Brazil,
ba„Ilt a Masonry wail e.-hich is still
in a. fair state of preservation. Between this reef and the city is a narWr. Lou;41esuebiluip Cannot .9181,111ing of DeVelOPMent of row chequel
where steamers of moderate tonnage cab enter. The new
Jackets That Were $7.50 lo $10 Are Going
Recognize Old Paducah
Iler Resources ,
port will accommodate at the quay
to be Sold During Our Sale for $3 95
vessels of the largest class and they
will be perfectly protected. The Great
Big Attgardence Is Expected Tonight Railroads Being Built and Municipal
"-sway of Brazil, an EngWe have a line of Tailor made Jackets, the material is a very
lish company, has Its principal terTe Bear Ills Lecture at
Imprevements III Progrestg in
tine Chiffon Broadcloth, lined throughout with Taffeta Silk
minal station at Pernambuco, with
Iltatitauquis.
Thai county.
or Satin. They are all perfect fitting garments end sold at
other terminal at Natal and Paranv17.50, *s 50 and $10.00; Friday's
-ba, north of Peruatubuco.and at Maceio, south of it. This enterprising I
price will be..
THE BOYS AND GIRLS
CLUB WHAT ENGINEERS AilLE DOING. company constantly is extending its
lines into the interior, which Is a fine
Linen Snits and Silk Kimonas will be sold for one-half price
sugar oountry.
tomorrow. A new lot of those wash skirts in
"Next in order of latitude is Bawhite and colors that will be sold for
"Seven years ago, I think it was, that
Dr. Elmer L, Corthell, the famous hia. A Brazilian company has the
I was in Paducah and I never saw engineer,
sayivbat many other nota- concession for the port works there.
-itch a change in any city in my life. ble
Improvements are in progress in The works are expected to he comPaducah hardly could, be dignified
by Brazil, most of them of American en- menced in the near future. New
Ihe name of city then, but these sev- terprise
York interests, the same as those
You can PAY A DOLLAR DOWN
and capital.
AND A DOLLAR
A
en years have seen a marvelous
"One of the most important com- which have the Madeira and MarWEEK, and before you know it you have it 1111111
change. I have not seen any city 'n mercial
for.
works recently undertaken more railway and the port of Para,
Kentucky that can show as much by the
We are furnishing a great many homes that way, and It
Biazilian government is the have bought the light ancrphwer and
growth," remarked
Mr. Lou Beau- new port of Para," said Dr. Cori- gas concessions and eleetric tramis such an easy way to furnish your home.
champ, this morning as he rode in
hell, "the coucesslon for which, to way's. They are now installing gas
Come in when down town shopping and let us show you the
from the park and saw the wilderbuild and operate for a.long term of engines to run these various instalC
c°
ness in his farmer visit, a handsome
many great bargains we are offering every day
years, has been granted to an Amer- lations, and are planning to build a
in everything for
residence section now.
the home.
lean citizen. It wll be a modern port hydro-electric power, for which they
Of course, Mr. Beauchamp reserv- in every
the
property
sense of the word- where have acquired
and
ed his best lecture for the last, which
largest
the
sea-going ships may enter rights.
She-He has a most extrao:dinai
Daughter-But he is so full of he will give tonight at 8 o'clock in and
Rio De Janeiro.
come alongside of substantial
figure, hasn't he? He-That's so.
ideas.
Mceher-Never mind that, the Chautauqua auditorium. Enthu- masonry wharves, with a depth of
"The same New
York interests
believe an umbrella is about the one; dear. Your father was just the same Cavil marks the expressions of
water of over 30 feet, with hydraulic have a concession for electric light
* thing he can buy ready made.-1 before I married him.---Town and those who hea:d him yesterday and or electric cranes,
railroad tracks, and power in Rio de Janeiro, and the
a pretty evening will see one of the steel
iCN
S'!oo,-C:=
Country.
frame warehouses provided works are well advanced. The tomlargest crowds that have attended : with
al: the facilities for handling I Pane' has purchased practically ail
this year. His audience yesterdayeaf-'and storing
freight, with paved areas'the street car lines excepting one alI
broke the record . for after- on each side of the warehouses, with
ready electrifted. It also owns ttr
noon attendance. Dr. Krebs held the
coal-handling plants of the latest de- telephonesystem. the gas works and
record previon4:y.
andsign ,mazdt,
the concession for lighting the city.
London ()admen's Humor.
In their tiest appearance, the Wastor, on receiving ha Minting, burst
aip
advte
ripr
'dalplor
fo
tthefavce
d rItilleisa.:est When it is known that Rio de JaSome of the hansom fraternity, of Into tears,
h.Yan Male quartet are entertaining
and between ha loud sobs
"In the concession the goveistmentaleiro is a city of nearly 900,000 peocourse, have no sense of humor, but jedked ost:
the Chautattquane ths afternoon,
"I'm sorry you force It
110D..9 &
DRY 49,
grants the right to collect the ,uanallple the importance of the work be- the niajority
CARP.ETS
are decidedly facetious. on me, guy-nor, I am really.
They will Is* One more number toThe
port dues to reimburse the company lug done by these interests will be
Here
are
some
examples of witty and hincome tax people'll be down on
morrow afthrnoou. The Chautauqua for the cost
me
of the works and the ex- lapse eciated. The existing electric
sarcastic "cabbyisms:"
carmen company will remain until
now."
penses of maintenance and operation,!tramway line was built many years
THE STORE
the close of theeChantauqeas
OF TILE PEOPLE
To appreciate them it must be unand practically gnarantees 6 per ago by the former manager of the
Through a t)pographica: error, the cent, interest
upon the capital in- Bleecker street horse car line of Newiderstood that the fare has offered a
City Man-Has your wife a good
program did not show a Boys' and vested,
which is secured by the col- York City, which is sti41 a horse car single shilling in payment for a ride cook? Suburbanite-I don't know;
Girls' (lab number for this morning, lection
just
'within
the
two-mile limit.
of a tax of 2 per cent, gold on line.
I have not been home since morning.
but the children were on hand as all
"Are you quite sure you can spare ---Pioneer Frees,
"The federal government is enimports into the port. Contracts
follow Miss Hertienway's In- for the construct
ion of the works gaged upon very important port this?" remarks the cabby with
a
teresting leadership in the dancing
have been let to Messrs. S. Pearson works at Rio de Janeiro that will bump of humor. "D'ye think you'll
-"A little advertising" will sell a
pavilion. -Hoop rolling supplied the
Br Son, Limited, of London, who are cost at least $25,000,000. Municipal be able to rub along on the other
fun this morning.
"little
furniture"-and perhaps a
nineteen
Improvem
engaged
ents now
till next Friday? It's goin'
also In building the Doveri
under way will
4,
Tired with their physical culture harbor
gOod deal of it.
the pace, y'know."
works, the four East River cost as much as the port."
work-, tIrd-setrittfaiti were glee to sit
_ofetha_F_ennsylvania -railroad,
"If ;ou'll take my tip, guy-nor,"
down to a lecture on nature by Mr. the
Tehuantepec Isthmus railroad.
"Have you any-antiques today?" runs another form of genteel realines Speedieend they were atore_de- and
other great works. The contract atakecl the tourist in Italy. „
proach, "you'll tee and see a hoculist
lighted theirtter. They are must in- for
the superstructure and most of „"I regret to say," replied the deal- You 'ailed this bus
by Infitake. You
terested lu some piefuree ..1if bird's the freight
facilitlet, electric cranes. er er, po;iteiy, "that your Mr. Mor- wants a red, or
green, er yellow 'bus
nests he will take, and this interest
warehouses, _electric plant for power gan came ationg yesterday and clean- -black ain't
in your line at all."
was accentuated by his lecture with
and lighting, the coal-handling plant, ed out my stock."
HAVE THE SUN
stereopticon slides last night. Beau"Thank yen, Buv-ner," says anetc.. has Steen let to Messrs. Schneider
"Well, hnry up and make some
tiful scenes in nature were present- (Creusot
other
cabby,
SENT TO YOU
wth
appirent
emotion;
) of Faris, France.
more," said the tourist, impatiently.
ed in this lecture and the audience
"thank yer, kindly. Yer offer is
At Para.
"and
remember
that
Is
money
ON YOUR VACATION.
was as favorably impressed with Mr.
n° °I)- well meant, butl couldn't go for to do
"There are at present at Para," ject. I'll be. around
here for
a ite Saying
Speed as the children.
which, he makes a preMAILED FOR 25C
continned MT. Corthell, "quite a'"Week yet."-Philadelphia
Ledger.„ tense
Senator Carmack's appearance to- number
of handing the shilling back to
of small piers with wareA MONTH.
.
morrow evening at 8 o'clo(k
the astonished fare. "But I can't
hoiaes and shoat upon them where
-Your son will complete his educe- sell him, guy nor,
the high-water mark of the Chautauan' that's a fact.'
most cf the think is hencited try i
tiou next mouth, will he not?" "Yes, Yer 'anchionie
qua. Colonels Patterion and Byrd
hoffere'd make me rich
lighters from steamships anchored in
he will not. Why, he is just gradu- for life; but
are trembling at the thought of the
I tell yen,
can't sell
the estuary below the city. There is a
ating
onslaught of the crowds at the Chaufrom
college."-Cleveland 'im."
Large
transfer
business
between
tauqua gates.
One cabby who was an excellent acocean ships and steamboats that pry , Leader.
•••••
Dr. Vernon Blythe Is In charge of on the various" rivers.
They ascend
!he Chautauqua hospital tent today, the Amazon to Iquitos
in Peru and to
and Dr. Delia Caldwell will be in the ports at
the head of navigation
4 harge tonight.
on many of the tributaries.
"Para is naturally
the dividing
point between deep sea navigation
Not Guilty.
have
E
bought three cases
an.) the Amazan River traffic. The
deepening of the channels and the
of Towels to use as an
building el a port for 10,000-ton vesadvertisement this Friday
sels, or greater if the future, requires it, will he likely to make it
We don't want to make any
still more important. A large (semmerce, flinch beyond existing traffic,
money on them; we even paid
is assured, not only by the normal inthe freight and the cost of this
crease, which has been nearly; a million registered tons in three years,
ad so as to give you a real live,
due to the exportable products of
seasonable bargain this Friday.
the country, of which India rubber
far the most important and
These towels cannot be
valuable, but by the increase that always comes from furnishing to cones
bought in case lots as cheap as
merce improved facilities. It lit inwe will sell th, m at retail to
eresting to know that this Impo:•
ant work is undertaken by
North
you.
emerican interests and is to be built
ey English and French contracte,
Not f2ver one dozen to 4 CllfFormer prices, which were already
In the South American republic
from 25 to 33; per ct. bele* Bros iway prices
Brazil-truly an international wets
tOMIP and Friday and Saturday
At Pernambuco.
"The next important project in
only if they last that long.
/18.00 Suits now go at. $14.40
Same Discount on
arder of latitude," said Dr. Corthell,
"Is at Pernambuco
where
Messrs.
Note sic and price.
/15.00 Suits now go at.
12.00 BOYS' KNEE
Schneider of Paris, have the concesMr). Sabhube-So you elaini to be n
;ion
building
for
and
operating
a
g eel 'cook. Can yon make novel(Hahne:
$1350
Snits
now
go at.
10.80
1 Case Bath Towels, size 5002,extra
Same Discount on all
New Girl-No'm. I don't rend novels. Smiler port with all modern far '
ties. The work no doubt will he com$12.00 Snits now go
he4vy, bleached linen finish; the kind
9.60
menced within the next year.
At
that cost 53 00 a dozen in New York;
present very few large ocean steam$10.00 Snits now go at.
Architectural Surgery.
8.00
to be sold Friday and SaturOutings Excepted
go any where near the city.
Amputation is to be applied to the rs
thy at, etteh
50
18
Snits
now
go
6.80 15 00 Pants now
Huger huildng, at Liberty street and
go at....
$4.0
1 Case Bath Towels, size 40x19, extra
Broadway.
$7.50 Suits now go at....._
6.00 14.50 Pants now go at.._
heavy, silver bleached linen finished;
Its top is PO sliced off and three
3.60
additional stories sandwiched in bethe kind that cost 11 50 a dozen in
/6.50 Suits now go
5.20 $4 00 Pants now go at.
3.20
tween the seventh
New York; will be sold Friday
and eleventh
$3.50 Pants now go at,
2.80
$5.00 Snits now go
floors.
4.00 13 00 Pants now go
and Saturday at, each. .............
2_
at.
_ 2.40
Work on the scaffoldng began yesAnd 80 on all along the line.
1 Case Damask or Huck Hemstitched
And so on down the line.
terday and a small army of men will
Towels. size 38x20, extra heavy, all
be occupied night and day until it e
p linen; good designs; the kind
completed, the undertaking being
tint
$3 00 a dozen in New York;
cot-fined to the original corner buldto he sold Friday and Satin.lug, wheh is to be a part of the monster forty-one story structure now goday at, eq. h .
Men's Wash Work Pants, pin check,
ng up--the tallest office buildng
tan covert, with belt
the world..
This is a Towel Bargain you
Men's Cottonade Pants, Blne, sold
A.ccording, "to Ernest Flagg, the
elsewhere at 50c .....
architect, the slicing ne -Tssary in orPate Worsted Blue Serge Two-piece trE
One lot 50e Overalls, the "Earl,"
der that the eleven story building PLT YOUR MONEY IN A HOUSE
may not get .again, so he wise.
Suits, regular $10 quality, for.__ Q4/IOU
blue Everett Denim, pair
shall conform in height and outline
ind lot, where it will be safe front the
•0 the new fouirteetta story adifltion.
erectly bands of %peculator% and safe
filigreed of actually raising the four
front temptation to tine your savings
White Oxford Shoes at Special Prices
top floors inclosed under the mansard foolishly,
If you buy through ns the
White
roof, the roof and structural tuaterlai Hight
Oxfords,
white heel, sold elsewhere at
kind of us hottee in a proper lo$1.50, at .
will be removed In sections to the cation, you
$1.15
are sure to find an invest.
grc.und. The eighth, ninth and tenth ntent that is not only
White Oxfords, Ladies
safe hut tleekl900
f
floors will thep be built on. after effly profitable,
White Oxfords, Misses..._
a few years' holding
790
which the old mansard roof, Inclosing will net you a
White Oxfords, Child's
tidy prone
65c
the four esiclitiona' floors, will be replaces(' eel lion
by sec tie n -New
York Herald.

N SEVEN YEARS BRAZIL'S FUTURE
CITIES CHANGE
PROSPECTS GOOD

Sale on Black
Broadcloth Traveling Jackets

317
Broadway

3.95

THIS DRESSER

95c

$7.50

.
lig&

317
Broadway

).{.Sardno

Friday at

OGI

Es

ONE Di SPECIAL EVENT

Towels
Bath Towels
Towels

We Need the Money

W

This is a plain reason why we now offer you such great inducements
to purchase. A backward season has placed us in a position where
we have need to dispose of some of our-surplus stock. Hence the
following cut prices.

You Can't, Afford to Miss This Opportunity. Remember
All Our Goods Are Marked in Plain figures.

ON MEN'S, YOUTH'S AND BOYS' SUITS

20'C'eernt 1=5 OFF

PANTS SUITS

MEN'S ODD PANTS

25c

121c

CUT PRICES-S AVE MONE Y-CUT PRICES

25c

Ho

45c
45c
40c

Extra Special

On all Sample Pants and Odds
and Ends still greater reductions
will be made. We invite your
close inspection.

H. C. HOLLINS

Tourist-- "What de the people
round here live on, Pat?" Jamey-Pigs, sorrs mainly and tourists in

the

summer."-Punch.

The Evening Staire-10c. a week.

Cut Price

Real Estate and Rentals
Fire Accident, Health, Life and

Sale

Liability Insurance.

Now On

'Both 11-lhonose1317
.

THE

MODEL

LOUIS S. LEVY, PROP.
112 S. Second St.

Paducah's Cheap Cash Store

Cut Price
Sale

Now

On

a

